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Who "nude" that
modeling
naked
was so popular?
Murray State mod·
els explain their
reasons for stripping down in the
name of art.

Daylightsaving time
Don't forget to tum
your clocks forward
Sunday at 2 a.m.!
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Last minute GOP budget causes controversy
by Erin Richards
Editor in Chief
The budget saga in FranJcfon jumped into
the spotlight again Monday as Senate
Republicans hastily tried to push through a
legislative budget that took away more
money from higher education and included
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's tax modification
plan.
"The Senate tried to roll the Governor' s
tax plan inside the legislative budget on the
last day of the session,·· said Bob Jackson
(D-Murray). "These kind of documents are
several hundred pages and it was handed to
most of us hours before we were supposed

to vote on it. This is not the way we should
be doing things."
The legislation proposed an almost $70
million cut in state construction projects
including the previously allotted S 15 million for the second phar;e of Murray State' s
new science complex and $100.000 for
Breathitt Veterinary Center, which is operated by the University.
In Monday's issue of The Paducah Sun,
Sen. Dan Kelly (R-Springfield) . said the
projects were cut in response to the Democrats refusal to pass the budget and tu mod·
ification plan.
The cuts would cost higher education
institutions nearly $65 million in restricted

and nonrestricted funds, $3 million of
which would come from Murray State.
University President F. King Alexander
said he has been on the phone nonstop since
Tuesday afternoon talking to legislators and
other university presidents about what kind
of negative impact such a budget would
have on students.
'This last move has made students the
big losers in many areas of the state,"
Alexander said.
As the owner of four Discount Tobacco
City and Lottery stores and an MSU parent,
Murray resident Fronk Hinton said small
business owners and people with low
incomes will be the other big losers in

Fletcher's tax modification plan.
The plan includes; a three-day sales tax
holiday before school begins. a 29 cent
increase per paclc of cigarettes, an almost 8
percent excise tu on cable and satellite TV
services and wireless and land-based telephone service, a 2.5 percent tax reduction
for top corporate income tax and other
reforms.
"It's a poor man's tax with rich man benefits." said Hinton. "The cigarette tax will
stop people from Tennessee crossing the
border to spend money at our stores in Kentucky. Most people living in the county that
don't have a lot of money have dish net·
works and phones that will be heavily taxed

by this plan."
Jackson said the deliberation over the
budget lasted Monday until midnight when
the budget failed in the House of Representatives with a 58-38 vote and passed in the
Senate with 22 Republican votes. All 16
Senate Democrats abstained.
..1 think it was really bad strategy," Jackson said, explaining that he and the other
Democrats abstained from voting because
they did not feel they had ample time to
review the documents. "My assumption is
that the governor thought he could pass his

see FAILED PIAN I 3

More students
face lawsuits
from illegal
downloads

art by Sanit SopitgirapasVThe News

by Adam L Mathis

networks confirms that 60 to 70
percent and more is being consumed by file-sharing."
When asked why universities
The escalating fight between
the recording industry and Inter- and college students were indinet song swappers is bringing cated in the lawsuits at this point
down students at universities in time, Sherman said the litigaacross the nation, yet to date, the tion against university users was
going to happen at some 'point.
Racers remain unscathed.
During the most recent round and college students are a signifof lawsuits tiled against individ- icant contributor to the problem.
"We hope that it will send a
uals by the Recording Industry
Association of America, 89 of message to students across the
the 532 individuals named were country that this activity is illeusing university networks. This gal and that engaging it can have
was followed, according to a consequences," Sherman said .
Reuters story on March 30, by · The RIAA has not lost any
247 individuals being indicted cases against illegal file-shafers,
for music sharing in Italy, Ger- but has settled numerous cases
for the average cost of $3,000.
many. Canada and Denmark.
T he prolific nature of music
No users of Murray State's
computer services were named downloading, Sherman said, is
in the indictments. Janice threatening the existence of the
Thomasson, chief information recording industry with a oneofficer for Murray State, said the third decline in sales.
"Record stores were closing
University was receiving dozens
of notices a week from the by the thousands (and stores
RIAA regarding illegal file- near college campuses were
sharing activities on the network especially hard hit)," he said.
but has not received any notices ''Thousands of label employees
lost their jobs, artist signings
since spring.
"We have some software that • plummeted and songwriter royis probably helping us (receive alties were half of what they had
fewer notices)," Thomasson been."
But the issue of reduced sales
said. "I think too that our students are probably realizing that near college campuses, because
they shouldn't (share copyright- of illegal file-sharing. is not
agreed upon. Stan Liebowitz,
ed music)."
The software is being used to professor of economics at the
prevent users of peer-to-peer University of Texas at Dallas,
file-sharing programs from dis· has conducted research on the
tributing files outside of ResNet, impact of illegal file-sharing
said Brian Purcell. network upon the music industry and said
manager. While the programs do declining music sales near colhave legitimate uses, other con· lege campuses was occurring
cerns drove officials to limit the before the creation of Napster.
Liebowitz, however, said the
abilities of the software.
"We were a little concerned impact on music sales in general
and worried about being sued is likely because of illegal filesharing.
ourselves," Purcell said.
He checked numerous other
The recent lawsuits, however,
have targeted the users of uni- theories regarding declines in
versity networks rather than the music sales, including poorer
institution. RIAA officials are music quality, a poor economy
more likely to target "more egre- raising C D prices and the rise of
gious offenders," said Cary DVDs. He concluded all of the
other theories either did not
Sherman, RIAA president.
"College campuses have been explain the situation or were not
a very attractive place for file- true.
Said Liebowitz: "I was left
sharing because of free and
unlimited bandwidth," Sherman with the conclusion that the one
said. "Statistics posted by uni· that makes the most sense and
versities about the usage of their fits the data is MP3 downloads."

Online Editor

l
One of tbe many performers In RlngUng Bros Barnum & Bailey Hometown Edition Circus hands out nowers during the
pres bow activities Tuesday at the Regional Special Events Center. Look for more photos of the circus on pages 48 and SB.

Landmark court case celebration begins
Writing symposium first of many events
to honor Brown v. Board of Education trial
by Lydia Barrow
Staff Write r
Racial segregation in American
public schools was a way of life 50
years ago. For black students like
Linda Brown, "separate but equal"
characterized the multiple-mile
hike to school each day.
After Brown was rejected for
enrollment into a white elementary
school in Topeka, Kan .• her father,
Oliver, made a plea to the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People to challenge segregation in public schools.
What resulted was the beginning
of the infamous U.S. District Court
case, Brown v. the Board of Education, which challenged status quo
and eventually desegregated the
public school system in America.
Cheri Timberlake, coordinator of
African-American student services
and ethnic programs. said Murray
State has made steady progress
since then.
"In 1955, the first African-American student enrolled at Murray
state," Timberlake said. "Now we
have a record-high 630 undergrads.
Although many students still suffer
from feelings of isolation because
Murray State is a predominantly
white university. having more
African-American teachers and faculty members at Murray State has
made it an easier transition for
some."

Shirley Massie, lecturer of adolescent education. said students
were being discriminated against in
schools before the Supreme Coun
case.
"Being a student in Paducah
before the decision to desegregate
the school system meant inequalities such as not having a library."
Massie said. "I had to travel across
town to attend a high school that
had no resources. Although the ruling aiJowed black students to attend
traditionally white schools. to this
day. students are stHI struggling for
equal opportunities in academics.''
Murray State is planning a series
of events to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of Brown v. the Board
of Education.
Jacqueline Hansen, assistant professor of early childhood development, said the College of Education
is hosting a multicultural series of
presentations and panel discussions.
"One of the primary things that
has been organized is the Thurgood
Marshall stamp series that's being
sold at the Murray State post
office," Hansen said. " In addition
to this, there will be presentations
held nt Alexander Hall on topics
such as the Implications on African
Males by Dr. Jones and Memories
of Events by Joy Navan, assistant
professor of educational standards.
and Shirley Massie."
Ma..sie also said the challenges
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Randall
Kenan, tbe
featured
speaker at the
Jesse Stuart
Writing
Symposium,
answen
questions
from the
audience in
the PerformIng Arts Hall
Kenan read
several
exerpts from
literature be
has authored,
such as
" Walking on
Water."
Janna Tanner/
The News

she faced as a student during the
integration of the ruling has uffect·
ed the way she raises her children
today.
"From the experiences my chil·
dren have in school. 1 can see the
great disparity between the educatinn I had and the one she is getting
today; it's much more competi·

tive," Massie said. "This forces me
to play a more integral part in her
education to ,.;ee that she isn't subject to some of the struggles I had to
face."
In addition to this. the brothers of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.

see JESSE STUART I 3
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Failed plan:
Colll.Illittee to debate budget
until session ends April 15

Center hosts feminism discussion,
eval11:ates women's roles in society

From Page 1

by Lvdia Barrow

tax plan inside the budget without
much debate."
But Fletcher said Monday night
that he, in tum, felt the Deomcrats
had not Jived up to his expectations.
'Tm very disappionted that the
House Democratic leadership has
refused to let their members vote
their conciousness on the budget,"
Fletcher said. "A number of
Democrats expressed severe pressure from their leadership and
changed their commitment in the
last few hours."
Because of the disagreement
between the General Assembly,
about 20 members of the Senate

and House wUI enter into a conference committee to attempt a compromise with the proposed budget
and tax-reform.
"1 don ' t know how close we are
(to the budget passing) because the
House and Senate still need to
negotiate to see what they can
agree on," Chief of Staff for the
Council on Postsecondary Education Bill Swinford said. ·
Alexander said he hopes cooler
heads and more rational judgement
will prevail in the next couple of
weeks.

Assistant News Editor Vanessa
Childers contributed to this story.

Jesse Stuart:
MSU students, faculty strive
to generate equal environment
From Page 1
will be showing a movie, based on
the events surrounding Brown v.
the Board of Education, followed
by an open forum discussion on the
implications of the case.
Timberlake said open discussions of issues help make AfricanAmerican students' experiences
positive.
"Murray State is currently second
in the state of Kentucky for graduating African-American students,"
Timberlake said. "The reason Murray State looks good. in terms of
retention, is because students aren't
afraid to confront the issues affecting them, like discrimination."
Ernest Camel, senior from Earlington. said the ruling did more for
students than they tend to realize.
"Brown v. Board of Education
had a significant impact on the

nation," Camel said. "If (it) were
not for this ruling, there wouldn't
be black students at Murray State.
So although (there) can be more
done with respect to diversity, this
was a big initial step."
Randall Kenan, featured guest of
the Jesse Stuart Writing Symposium and author of "Walking on
Water.'' said African-Americans
reminisce on the loss of black institutions that occurred after desegregation.
"I think black Americans have
done enough celebrating about
desegregation that there is now an
overwhelming sense of nostalgia,"
Kenan said. "Surprisingly, middle
class black Americans regret the
loss of those black-owned banks
and insurance companies. But with
any victory, there are casualties."

Staff Writer
Feminism was the topic of the day at a presentation and panel discussion hosted by the
Women's Center at Freed Curd Auditorium
Tuesday.
A diverse panel, including lecturers from
Murray State University, a financial adviser and
an assistant basketball coach, addressed the
issue of feminism and its progression over the
years.
Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's Center, said there are many misconceptions of feminism.
"'The idea of feminism has changed over the
years," Etheridge said. "People are uncomfortable with the terminology because of lack of
knowledge. As a result, many stereotypes have '
become associated with the term.''
The presentation involved interaction with
)anna Tanner/The News
those in attendance. Members of the audience
Audience ptembers actively assert their views in Freed Curd Auditorium Tuesday as
were asked to answer a series of questions, such
part of a panel discussion and presentation about feminism hosted by the Women's
as whether or not they identify themselves as
Center. The event concluded the activities for March's Women's History Month.
feminists and the impact feminism has had in
the United States.
"Feminism has become inconsistent over the divide between belief of equality and inequality.
Peter Murphy, chair of the department of
Daniel White, senior from Cisne, lll., said he
English and philosophy, said feminism has years because of political correctness," Ewald
said. "My research has proved that the number thought the presentation broadened his knowloffered him a new perspective on manhood.
"For many years in America. men were the of domestic violence incidents is only two mil- edge of feminism.
1be one issue discussed that interested me
victims of a patriarchal society," Murphy said. lion annually, not the four million feminists
"We either had to be an athlete or a soldier. If advocate. Because of their issues with credibili- the most was the fact that many people thought
women are equal to men today," White said.
not, you were considered a wimp or a homosex- ty, I do not support the movement."
The majority of the audience seemed to iden- "What that reveals to me is that more than ever
ual. Consequently, feminism forced men to contify themselves as feminists , though many ini- feminism is needed to make people more
front important issues."
Other panelists disagreed with the feminist tially did not know the exact meaning of femi- aware."
The panel discussion was one of many activimovement. Laura Ewald, reference librarian at nism.
Another pressing question presented was the ties held during March's Women's History
Morray State. said for many years feminist
organizations have falsified statistics to support issue of gender equality in the United States. Month. For more information, contact the
The results of an audience vote showed a close Women's Center at 762-3140.
their cause.

Officials anticipate scholarship loss
Senate Education Committee
approves reduction in KEES funds
by Mellssa Kllcoyne
News Editor

The passage of a bill proposed by Kentucky
lawmakers could mean a loss of scholarships
for Murray State students.
The Senate Education Committee approved a
bill raising academic standards for recipients of
Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarships. Lawmakers hope to keep the program
open by making awards more selective.
Charles Vinson, director of student financial
aid, said 3,100 students at the University
received a total of $3.4 million in KEES money
for the 2003-04 school year.
"With increasing costs, any cuts in financial
aid funding is going to affect students," he said.
"Some may not be able to begin or even return
to school ."
Supporters of the bill said changes would
save approximately $17 million annually. The
changes will recover part of the projected losses caused by a decrease in lottery revenue and
an increase in student applicants.
Vinson said the program is important to the
University.
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tannine. Packaees. swimwear
and lotions with MSU I.D.t
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State students but students across the state as
well.
'1lle intent of the program was to keep the
best and brightest students in Kentucky, and
that has been achieved,'' Vinson said. "I would
just hate to see changes made to the program
that would affect progress that has been made
over the years."
Scon Morgan, senior from Louisville. said
KEES money helped him pay for college with
approximately $1,500 each year. He said
changes would not affect him, since he is graduating, but he saw difficulties in students struggling to maintain good grades during their
freshman year.
Said Morgan: "It's just another example of
education suffering at the expense of other programs and (legislators) not making education a
priority."
The Associated Press contributed to this
story.

1008 Chestnut St.

I 0 °/o DISCOUNT OFF
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"There are pmbably more students on this
program than any of the programs we have.
except for loans," he said.
Ashley McLean, freshman from Lexington,
relies o n her KEES to pay for her educatio n.
"I come from a single-parent household, and
KEES money made it easier for me to come to
college," she said. ''They should leave the program the way it is."
University students receive $6.6 million in
Pell Grant fundo;, but that money is divided
among 2,600 students.
Vinson said with the proposed changes in the
scholarship program, which include requiring
college students to maintain a 3.0 GPA to
renew their awards, student<; should increase
their efforts~o maintain good grades.
McLean felt the change in GPA requirements
was unreasonable.
"I think a 2.5 GPA is good, because I'm a
pretty good student, but sometimes it's hard for
me to get that because of other problems,"
McLean said. "If students can't get money they
won' t be able to return to college."
Vinson said the KEES award has been a worthy tinancial aid program for not only Murray

MrNIES TO &0'

n -..Y.--.. Tunn i ny & Storage Aenlul

tJours

What is KEES?
• A merit-based grant program created
in 1998 that awards scholarship money
to Kentucky high school students with
good grades and test scores.
• Students can earn up to $2,500 for
each year of college.
• Students must attend a college in
Kentucky.
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"Open hearts, open minds, open doors."

First United Methodist Church
Church School ......................................9:50 a.m.
Worship ................................................ II :00 a.m.
504 Maple St. • Murray • 753-3812

Sterling Silver
Channs-Necklaces
Bangles

We would like to invite you to join us
in worship and fellowship at
• lower back, hip or leg pain
•
Ne<k, shoulder or arm pain
approach to total body wellness will keep
you octive and energized. Don't let pain · r~ght muscles, numbness
keep you from enjoying the activities you • Sciatica
love. Chiropractic adjustments con bring
your body bock to its natural state,
improving your body's balance, performance and energy - at work and ot ploy.

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF G O : l

At Calloway County Chiropractic, our

of Anderson, IN

PASTOR I o a.m. Worship Service • 5 p.m. Bible Study

,

....oh, and belly button accents

(270) 293-7790 • americascog@hotmall.com

Open Hearts... BEGINNING
Open Minds...
EASTER
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SUNDAY
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Southside Paducah

Dr. Scot t Foster
Just up from the RSEC

Everyone Welcome! Come a~ you are!

Hwy 641 Bypass • 527-3990
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1625 Hwy 121 N .• Murray
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Opinion Editor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762-4468

U.S. limits Iraqi free.d om of press
Our View

THmNK
What do you think about
the recent arrests for music
piracy?
"They are
millionaires,
we're poor. Why
should they
care?"
Brian Adams
freshman, Murray

"The artists
should get their
royalties because
it is their
livelihood."

American troops arc fighting and dying,
and there is no excuse for impeding it.
ISSUE:
Although it may not be as extreme. the
U.S. FORCES IN
U.S.-led Iraqi administration's decision to
The Iraqi people are entitled to think whnt censor the press is leading the country's citIRAQ SUSPENDED
Last week was not the first time the staff they want and print what they believe. That izens from one oppressive government to
PUBLICATION OF •
of ..The Murray State News" used its posi- is one of the primary freedoms for which another.
A NEWSPAPER
tion to speak out in favor of freedom of the
BECAUSE IT
press and our First Amendment rights.
Oait,
PROMOTED VIO·
However, the importance of this right
3o1n3
te
be· " M&4Ch
cannot and should not be ignored or taken
LENCE AGAINST
cooler
neLUsPaper
. for granted.
AMERICANS.
at~~wa~, cl\lde: Tbere~
For this reason, the staff is once again
90105 to he a section
taking the opportunity 'to speak in favor of
POSIT ION:
this vital liberty~ however, this time it is on
abo~t
wh~ the new
THE JUSTIFICAa much greater scale.
c~ ic.\<bt Mt \'lu.sse.ts are
TION OF U.S.
Recently, Iraq's interim administration,
~\fer and a c.ornt.di
INVOLVEMENT IN
led by the • United States, suspended the
of
an
Iraqi
newspaper
because
publication
IRAQ IS NOT TO
co,uroo b~ Jeff foJCworih
it
promoted
anti-American
violence.
IMPEDE CIVIL
Whether this claim is true or not, the
LIBERTIES, BUT TO
administration's actions are completely
PROMOTE THEM.
contradictory to its justification for Iraqi
involvement.

Tht

...
Review draws fundamentalist,
emotional letters to the editor
To the editor:

NoraErsham
senior, Murray

"Downloading
music is bad
because the
people who do
· business might be
affected."
Saorl Yamagochi
graduate student. Japan

"I can understand
the rights of the
muscisians to
protect their
music, but I think
paying $15 for a
C.D. is
ridiculous."
Sly Merritt
,

The United States presence in Iraq is
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of "The MurraJ' State intended to promote and protect the freeNews. •· The editorial board is composed of doms which were so terribly violated under
Saddam Huessein's rule.
all section editors.

senior, ClarksVIlle, Tenn.

Erin Gilles!The News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

Erin Richards
Editor In Chief • 762-6877
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Ed1tor • 762-4468
Taylor Ewing
Opinion Editor • 762-4468
Severo Avila
College Life Editor • 762-4480
Jake Lowary
Sports Editor • 762-4481
Adam Mathis
Online Editor • 762-4468
Abby Aiken
Chief Copy Editor • 762-4468
Erin Gilles
Photo Ed1tor • 762-4468
Areia Hathcock
Adverttsing Manager • 762-4478
Tom Bell
Ad Production Manager • 762-4478
Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News· strives to be the
Un1versity community's source for tnforma·
tion.
Our goal is to present that Information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a handson learnmg environment for those students
interested In journalism or ott,er fields relating to the production of a newspaper
The cam~us press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, Its ed1tors should be free to develop
their own ed1torlal and news policies.
"The Murray State News'' Is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State Un1versity. The hrst
copy of "The Murray State News• is free .
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 1 11 Wilson Hall.

has been edited multiple times, \\ith entire
books thrown out and passages invented on
whims. The oldest Bible that exists is called the
''Bible of Sinai,'' it has 2,800 major changes
from the King James. The earliest Gospel, the
Gospel of Mark. wa.; used as a starting point to
write the other three Gospels.
Most fundamentalisL'i prolxibly don't even
know the origin of the King James Bihle which
was re-written by Sir francis Bacon; from the
edited Vulgate Bible on commission by King
Jame.s. to change passages which would .reflect
his personal views and support his monarchy
(look up 'the divine rights of kings'). The King
James Bible is n fraudulent trunslation of a
rewritten Bible edited for political purposes.
I won't even get into the Dead Sea Scrolls,
which are being suppres~ed as early Christian
beliefs and have big differences with modem
ones. If you want to team of tolerance in the
early Christian Churches, look up the life and
death of Saints Sergius and Bau:hus, two veryclose friends and soldiers who were tortured
and executed for refusing to worship the Pagan
Gods of the Roman Emperor.
Tile theological question is: are the Spirits of
God and Jesus more important than the manwritten words') Not all Christians are fundamentalists or evangelists. As a mauer of fact,
fundarnentalisL.; are outnumbered by other
Christian denominations worldwide.
In my mind, if you gave people the facts and
evidence of the historical Jesus and Bible, it
would go further with critical thinkers and
potential Christian converts.

I was quite amazed by the emotional letters in
the March 26 edition of "The Murray State
News" regarding Justin Bontrager's previous
review of the "The Passion of the Christ" tilm,
which calls that the article was offensive and
the '1be Murray State News" ibelf (not the
v,.riter) should apologit.e.
Str.lnge that, in the United States, some people think his/her belief system and possible subdenomination should be given the ofticial
recognition of the University and media as
sacred and not open to challenge or question.
These people s~em to be fundamentalist Christians, v..ho take the King James Bible a'i the literal word of Go<.l.
· "111'e Middle East has fundamentalist Muslims
who force people to pray at certain times of the
day. observe dress codes and receive physical
puni~hments if they dare commit any vices.
People forced to observe religious practices out
of fear or conviction often really aren't devout
believers: they just do it out of fear.
The United States is supposed to have free
will and freedom of choice. It is when .~mi!One
freely chooses to be vinuous that he/~he ~hows
character.
I had to go back and find Bontrager's review
online and read it. I will say it was a b~ vulgar
nnd even too rude for my taste. 1 did, however.
tind it very engaging and thought-provoking.
I reread the column Adam Mathis wrote on Greg Laliberte
dress codes for women (which Bontrager graduate student
slammed). In it, Mathis states: "In the end, the Murruy
only litmus test which I can recommend is this:
If tomorrow you were going to meet Jesus
Christ, what would you wear?" I don't know, University's decision to close
but if it was hot, who is to say the Lord would Wickliffe Mounds irresponsible
not wear a sleeveless shirt and shorts?
It was the writings and life of St. Augu-;tine To the editor:
which promoted much of the Christian shame
about sexuality and the human body. It didn't
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center. which is
exist in the Bible and early church, St. Augus- run under the au~pices of Murray Stute Univertine wns a promiscuous Christian who learned sity and located at the cluster of ancient Indian
to control his lust, so he wrote a book called mound~ in Wickliffe is facing imminent cloConfes~ions of St. Augustine. Augustine
sure. The University claims it mu~t close the
believed the Greek. Buddhbt and Eastern con- site in order to deal with state budget cuts: this
cept that the spirit and mind of humans are is simply not true. To close Wickliffe Mounds
divine; but it is just the body and physical would be a sad waste.
desires which corrupt and weaken people.
The site gives western Kentucky - an area
Augustine made it a common church precept often thought of as oackward and economically
that sexual desire and the body are things to be depre!>sed - something to offer, something speashamed of (even in marriage). If anyone is cial. something just downright "cool.''
intere~ted, I am not un atheist or pagan. Out of
There are two common and important mis. C41iQsity, I )1av~ rea<.l.religious history for years. conceptions interwoven with this issue. The
I read scholarly books with documented foot- lirst misconception, still held by some, is lhat
notes and endnotes. Not just books from the Wickliffe Mounds is merely a cheap touri~t
Christian bookstores. v. hich rarely have any attraction or a "poor man's" archaeological dig.
documentation besides scriptures of questionThis is not the case. Not only has Wickliffe
able oriein.
Mounds become a valid educational endeavor
I don't see how anyone who studies the Bible from n research point of view. but it is al!.o a site
as a historical document can take it literally; it which offers something valuable and unique to
v..as written based on oral ~tories hundreds of three signiticam groups of people.
years after the events happened. Most of the
I) Some remain~ anJ artifacts, sacred to
early Christians believed the Second Coming some Native Americans, are only partially
was arriving soon. so they tell no need to write exhumed or unexhumed at this site. If/when it is
down the oral stories of Jesus and the Apostles. closed. those remains and attifacts may be desGradually, hopes for ltte Second Coming ecrated or Molen by looters (these things bring a
faded, so there wa!'. n need to preserve and cre- high price in illegal markel!i). And once gone.
ate a record of Jesus and Apostle ~tories. Many those items \vould be lost irretrievably. We cancollections of stories and Biblical book!-. about not simply go to W<~I-Mart and buy more after
Jesus circulated in the early church, among we decide that closing the site was a bad idea.
them The Gospel of Thomas, The Gospel of
2) High school and gmde school \tudents in
Mary and the Book of John.
our regiiJn benefit from the opportunity to visit
Some of these gave very different. and in and learn from the site. My grade school daughsome case~ conflicting. accounts of the gospel ters have been there. They learned v. here the
and, most imponantly, of Jesus' alleged rl'Sur- Mississippians buned their children, hov. dietts
rection. Some argued fbr the phy~ical resurrec- rdlected in teeth, how bones can reveal whether
tion. with the mantle of leadership falling on a society was hea\lly warlike or p.e:.ct~ful and
those '>'hO had experienced it firsthand - the that some of the tribal chiefs seem to have been
Apostles. Others said the resurrection was a w~1men.
spiritual event that unyone could experience.
They :•lso learned about archaeological mapThen, and even today, ~orne Christhms believe ping und why it's so impottant. A textbook
in apostolic succession and leadership and a v.ould not have done any of that nearly a' well,
monarchal bloodline.
und I have mentioned only a portion of what
Every historical fact, and most Biolical they learned.
scholars (even the ones at religious universi·
3) Archaeology students !It Murray State benties), wtllndmit, when cornered, that the Bible
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elit from the hands-on opporrunity to practice can continue to bene lit from knov. ledge that has
their cmft. There is no other place within a rea- been uncovered there and what is stillv.aiting to
sonable driving distance which ofters them be uncovered.
I would appreciate seeing the valuable indipructicum work on a regular basis.
I am told Univen;ity President F. King viduals native to western Kentucky honored
Alexander has never visited Wickliffe Mounds with the continuation of this worthv. hile proin per.;on, so that he might judge whether it ject.
should or should not be thrown away. Does that
not seem odd'?
Nancy Ra'\Che
A second misconception is that the money is Melber
simply not there to save Wickliffe Mounds. It is
true all Kentucky public univen;ities must find Athletic depar1ment hostess
a way to accommodate statewide budget cuts.
But it is up lO each univen;ity where to make letter to the editor inaccurate
those cuts (the state has not decreed that Murray
State's cuts must fall upon Wickliffe Mounds in To the editor:
particulnr - that has been the University's
choice).
My previous leiter on this subject was meant
When we look at \\here Murray State makes to be a wake-up call to one of the problems of
cuts anJ where it doesn't, where it spends college nthletics in th; United State~.
money and where it doesn't, we see it is out of
After my ~ast .kttcr. I spoke .wl~h Murray
line with the academic mission of a un1ve..Sity: ·State's ath1euc d1rector, an~ he mt.~JmJCd me
The school continues to nurse a $3.9 million that•• yes, theft! had been a hostes~ program,
deficit in its athletic~ budget- a debt ''hich far but II wns cnncellcd ~me yc:rr:s b.1ck, and the
exceeds the non-debt spcndino in many I!Cade- wurne~ were never pat~ He di~ acknowledge
"'
that wuh the recent medJU auenuon at Colorado
mic areas.
State,
severdl unin•r.;ities throughout the counIn light of all this, for Murray State to say a
try
have
admitted they hnve had the "hostess''
program like Wickliffe is being · scrapped in
order to be fiscally accountable i~ false and program, and the women were paid.
A graduate of another Ohio Valley Confersilly. The same pattern of misplaced and invenuniversity recently told me hb univer.-ity
ence
ed priorities is reflected even within nthletics.
had
the
program as one of his friend\ had been
The football progmm, for example, perenninlly
takes the lion's ~hare of the University's athlet- in it, and she wa-; puid. I would like to apoloics dollars. even though it does not merit that gize for extending my previous comments
strictly to Murray State, when it no longer ~up
share of the money by high perfonnance.
Meanwhile, programs such as track, tennis ports nny part of the "hostess" program.
and riflery consistently produce individuals
who win acclaim nt national. and sometimes Gregory S. Miller
even international levels. but they are not alumnus
Murray
rewarded for it.
Instead, they go begging and struggle for survival. Murray State oddly and obstinntely Movie reviewer ignores positive
chooses to tum a blind eye to the fiscal nondis- Christians' pas~ p~tactions
cipline of its pet programs while refusing to
reward those progro~ms which spend far less and
I read with interc~t your review of "'!he Pa-;yet octually excel or offer something unique sion of the Christ" in the March l I edition of
nod lasting.
"The Murray State News.'' I mu\t ~ny the artiIf Murray State were a human individual, its cJe reminded me of numerous such publicaprimary care physician would be referring it for tions written during my freshman year at Murpsychiatric counseling. Is persisting in illogical ray State in 1968.
and .self-destructive behavior not the definition
Jn that tumultuou:. year, the world seemed to
of mental illness'?
be turning upside down. 111e Vietnam War
Wickliffe Mounds is worthy and lasting. irre- was raging, and political assassins v..ere occurplaceable. One hundred years from n\JW Knute ring almost daily. Manin Luther King Jr. was
Rockne, Bear Bryant and a few other notables brutally murdered. Soon thercuftcr, Sen .
of football may be remembered. But the Uni- Robert Kennedy met his untimely de<1th. At
versity's football team- budget cuts or no bud- that time. the world and its Christian beliefs
get cuts- will not be.
didn't seem to make much sense.
~ickliffe Mound-;, on the ~her hand, i~ likeAs time passed and I grew older, I begnn to
ly st1llto be rem~l!lber~. studt~~ ~~d s~r-.:u~g.~ • reali1e and appreciate the sacrifices that hnd
a museum and educut1onal fac1hty 1f we do no! been made by millions of unknown Christians
fumble at this juncture. Wickliffe Mounds has _men and women who had built our nution
th~ pol~ntial to St!rve.as a ~e. legacy for a tru~ one generation at a time. In particular, I gained
umverslty- but only 1f action 1s taken to keep 11 a deeper respect for men like my father. who
so.
was only 20 when he fought N;lli tyranny in
Euwpe during WWII.
Sally McKenney Mnhoney
Hopefully. Bontrager, you too will take the
alumnus
time to study, learn and eventually cherish the
vast numbers of Christians, as v.ell as those
as.socinted
with other religious beliels, v.. ho
Wackliffe Mounds site provides
have sacrificed their youth and many times
valuable service to Kentuckians their lives in order to give you the opp..11tunity
to think, believe and write your thoughts und
To the editor:
opinions.
I will pray fnr you as you go through life.
I recently had the llpportunity t9 visit one of Ch<XN~ your worJs well young man.
the mo~t valuable educational resources of our
region - Wickliffe Mounds. I was !.hocked to David L. Harrington
learn the Mounds would be closing, so I took Calloway County Attorney
my children to the site.
nlurnnus
Before the tfit>, I wns unaware of the inlluence and possibly complex governmental structure of the Mississippian sodeties, like the
Write to us
Mound~ Indians, that '>panned our river system.
''The Murray State News" welcomes com·
Th~re are ~ many interesting things to team
about and see at the site. It would be a shame for mentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
an academic univer~ity to close the study of this should be 300 words or fewer and must be
regionul resource in order to fund any other pro- 'signed, Contributors should include
'addresses and phone numbers for verificagram.
The ,\founds site is .such an incredible educa- tion. Please include hometown, clus.;ificational resource and celebration of Native Amer- tion. title or rt!lationship to the Unh·ersity.
ican heritage that many local people and visitors ~The Murrny State News" reserves the right
to edit for style, length and content.
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SGA seeks new candidates, voters Women's
In My
Opinion

jOSH

Rose

The end of the semester is approaching.. and
the Student Government Association requests
your help in a couple of areas before the end of
the school year.
From now until noon on April 5, SGA will be

accepting applications for next year's Senate
vacancies and executive board. It is our role to
provide students with these unique opportunities
to get involved. We are looking for a recordbreaking year for candidates and voter turnout.
last year's election numbers totaled 1,559 voters out of a possible I0,000. That is 15 percent of
the University's population. This year SGA is
asking 4,000 or more students to use their voice
and vote for the upcoming year.
The Senate and executive positions carry a lot
of weight for you, and it is essential you pick who
you feel can best represent you. To give an idea
of what this year's Senate has accomplished, I
will give you some numbers.
At the beginning of the year, the senate represented you in the area of student recreation by
addressing wellness center's overcharging. The
University refunded approximately $56.000 in
combined fees back to the students. These overcharges were for any student who took: more than
12 credit hours and was charged anything over
$36 for the weUness center fee.

Our education senators pointed out a fiscal
complaint on a new course fee from the education
department that tacked on $22 to classes that
required transportation.
The fee is legitimate in how the education
department wants to use it, but there were some
minor errors. After discussing this item, it was
removed from the Board of Regents' agenda, and
it is being evaluated further.
Taking a rough estimate of 1,500 education students, multiplied by $22 - the Senate saved students $33,000.
Combining that $33,000 with the $56,000 in
refunded wellness center fees, SGA has saved
students $89,000 in fees.
In community service, SGA sponsored a Campus Against Cancer event and raised about $1,400
towards cancer research. Our goal was $800.
We have also represented the students on many
University committees campuswide. Senators
represer.t you on the Student Technology Ad vis~
ry Board, library committees, Academic Council
and many other prestigious committees that
ensure your voice is heard.
Our ~nators strive to attend some of your organizations' meetings to seek your issues, praises,
concerns and recognition.
I give you these numbers and information to

show how important a Senate position can be if
you put your heart into it. I could not ask for a
better senate this year. If you know any of them,
pat them on the back for their hard work.
SGA "is accepting applications for all of the
executive board consisting of president, vice
president, secretary and treasurer. The Residential
College Association president is elected the same
week through an election in the residential colleges along with RCA representative positions.
There are 27 senator positions in the academic
colleges. Seek instruction from your residential
colleges for the 16 residential college positions as
a senator.
If you have any questions about any of the positions. please feel free to contact me in the SGA
Office at 762-6951 or phone my room in Elizabeth College at 762-6644. Information will aJso
be posted at www.msusga.com.
Your vote is your voice, and I look forward to
a record-breaking year for numbers in the 2004
SGA Elections. I would love to talk about how
you can become involved and continue to strive
to make ihe students· voices on this campus
strong.

acceptable answers that are not identical. Which is
right?
Although this example is far flung, (how many
of you drink. beer and study relativity on the weekend?), it demonstrates the fundamental problem
I'm trying to express. There are different systems
that yield similar answers and sometimes not so
similar answers that are in effect both "right" given
a certain number of assumptions on the part of the
student. Combine this fact with reifying teaming or treating learning as some real phenomenon
capable of being quantitated, and you've got yourself a system riddled with all .sons of holes determining your future and your finances and ultimately the quality of your life.
Fortunately, lowly students have the person who
knows the right answers on our side, so all we have
to do is worry with figuring out what those answers
are, and then we'll be rewarded with, you guessed
it, n letter.
In an ideal world, grading wouldn't be needed,
but I have no reason to believe it will go away anytime soon. In the meantime, I'd caution educators
to make their test questions very carefully and
grade them even more carefully. It may be helpful
to students to remember a grade doesn't really
mean anything in terms of what· they know and
means even less in the working world where grades
are no longer taken. Grades and GPAs are merely
one last bastion where branding people for what
they may or may not be is socially accepted. Thank:
goodness GPAs aren't Stars of David. or I'd be getting nervous.

Last Friday's Celebrate Women luncheon
ended in chaos after
several women became
so empowered they took
to the streets to make
their presence known.
The luncheon, which
was sup~sed to be held
in the Curris Center
from II :30 a.m. to 1
p.m.. lasted long into
the evening as the
women spread out in the
Quad to make a statement.
"No longer will we be
shackled by the constraints of men," Amanda Gardner, senior from
St. Louis, shouted to the
crowd. "We will stay on
the Quad as long as it
takes to make our voices heard."
Some women shed
their business suits and high heels in favor of
a more natural look while others lounged on
the grass watching the pile of bras smolder on
the lawn.
"It' s all about getting in touch with your
feminine side and making sure you're comfortable with yourself," Hannah Dowdy,
junior from Paducah, said. "We're confined in
our work wear and self-congratulatory luncheons. We need to make an impact."
Dowdy said she attended the luncheon
because it was important for her to be able to
express her womanhood, and she was very
happy with the unusual results.
"That's what these meeting should be
about," she said. "Aoout malcing history and
coming together as sisters."
Dowdy said the protests was fueled by tho
Jack of attention to National Women's History
month.
"Every day should be women's history
day," :;he said. "We don'tjust malce the babies
and bake the bread. We are the providers for
this country."
Some women displayed their own independence by nailing their shoes to a tree in the
Quad, making their own version of the shoe
tree.
"'This tree is a symbol of our right to be
women," Genna Conon, sophomore from
Clarksville, Tenn., said. "It reminds us that
Mother Earth provides for us even if we aren't
producers."
Cotton said nailing her shoe to the tree was
a symbol of her independence of the patriarchal society in which we live.
'T m proud to have my size seven pump on
this tree," she said. "It shows my own independence from the social caste I have been
placed in. I am my own woman, with or without a man."
Cotton and others not only nailed theit.
shoes to the tree, but also performed sacred
tribal dances late into the night to celebrate
their gender.
"The dance symbolizes our freedom and
independence as beautiful creatures," she said.
The rally was broken up at 11 p.m. when
Racer Patrol informed the women they must
leave before prospective students began arriving on campus.
"It' s just like the man to keep us down,"
Knc.y Hastings. senior from Paducah, said as
she left the Quad. "But we will not give up the
fight until all women are created equal."

Joe Bill Schim.inger is a sophomore psychology
major from Princeton.

Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-news columnist
for "The Murray State News. "

Josh Rose is the president of the Student Government Association.
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Grading system not true test of knOwledge
In My
Opinion

The' educational system has done something

heinous to us students; they've labeled, classified
and compartmentalized us in ways that they should
know better, which only further malces palpable the
injustice done. They've graded us, and we've
bought the resuJts.
How many of us have had the frustrating task of
cutting a piece of wood to size? Doesn' t it always
seem the cut is just under or just over what we
wanted? It seems no matter how precisely we try to
measure something, the results are off the mark. Of
course, in this situation, we are dealing with an
entity clearly measurable in terms of inches.
let's consider another case in which, instead of
wood, we decide to measure learning, an entity that
is malfeable and foggy by definition. Should we
use inches? Should we use liters? What is it precisely that the word "learning" means in the first
jOE BIU
place? Are you stumped? The educational system
isn't.
SCHIRTZINGER
It seems learning and intelligence can be quanti" G RADES AND tated by means of letters. An A means you've done
very well, and an E or F means you haven't. These
GPA's ARE
are in tum based on the percentage of quesletters
MERELY ONE
tions you answered correctly. The correctness of
BASTION
the way you answer is determined by the grader, or
at
least one who knows the ultimate right answers.
WHERE
Does anyone see a problem with this?
BRANDING PEOWhat considerations might the grader make in
constructing
the questions? Let's use the field of
PLE FOR WHAT
science, which deals with the ultimate nature of
THEY MAY OR things, to discuss an example.
Two 20th century philosophers. Duhem and
MAY NOT BE IS
Quine, stated the ideas of Karl Popper, another sciSOCIALLY
ence philosopher, were wrong. Popper thought science worked by means of falsification. You say the
ACCEPTABLE."

sky is neon purple, and then you try to disprove it
with various NOV A specials to the contrary or
other relevant observations. Duhem and Quine
pointed out that no hypothesis can be made without
a host of background assumptions. So. I (the scientist I am) go nonchalantly out and look up at the
sky, find it to be neon purple and simultaneously
confiTID other assumptions such as the sky is never
mocha (otherwise, my hypothesis would be violat·
ed).
There are all sorts of metaphysical implications
for this argument, the least of which is science
can't work by falsification alone. but we don't care
about that at the moment. What we care about are
grades. and why in the world I drug us through this
muck in the first place.
Duhem and Quine have some import to grading
to the aforementioned person who knows the
answers. This is mostly because the person who is
deciding on whether or not an answer is right must
necessarily consider a host of accompanying
assumptions. The grader, in effect. is using an
entire hypothetical axiomatic system of their own
judgment to determine whether the student is right
or wrong.
Assuming all the assumptions made by the grader are reasonable and not tinged with bias. which is
totally unrealistic, we have an immediate problem
of determining whether or not the system used by
the grader is in fact the only correct system. Allow
me to give a more readily understood example.
Suppose on a physics test a question asks you to
predict the motion of a baseball. One student uses
Newtonian mechanics to derive the answer while
another, who has been reading up on modem
physics, uses relativity. Both systems produce

luncheon
prompts
rally

Australian study abroad educational even outside classes

by Crystal Stinson
Where do I begin? 1 have already been
in Queensland, Australia for a little more
than a month, and my experiences are
already numerous. I have endured tem·
peratures higher than 100 degrees, wit·
nessed a cyclone and learned to "talk the
talk" of Australia.
My name is Crystal Stinson and I am
from Russellville. I am currently a junior,
and I am studying architectural engineer-

..

ing technology. I am currently studying at kangaroos and view the native animals in
Griffith University, located on the Gold their habitat. We also took a day and went
Coast of Australia. Since the Uni, as they snorkeling at the Great Barrier Reef. After
are called here, does not offer on-campus that week, I had already done most of the
housing, I have gotten an apartment in a things I had wanted to do. But I still had a
nearby area known as Surfers' Paradise. It month until classes started, so 1decided to
is about a 40 minute commute to campus go out and get a ·t aste of life in Australia.
every morning, but I decided since I am There were a few things I found very
here, I might as well make the most of it interesting and different from the way we
and live on the beach. After all, I don't do them back home.
have that opportunity in Kentucky.
First of all, when we arrived on the
I came to Australia through a study Gold Coast, they were in the middle of an
abroad organization called AustraLeam. extreme heat wave that left us sweating in
Through this group, I met up with about temperatures higher than 100 degrees. We
55 other college students in Los Angeles, finally got a break from the hot weather,
and we made the last remaining 14 hours but that was because of a cyclone that hit
of the trip as a group. Through this orga- Queensland and left us with intense rain
nization, I got to experience many of the and very high winds. So lucky me, I got to
things you expect to find in Australia dur· experience a rare piece of nature that only
ing my first week. During orientation in occurs once every 10 years.
Cairns, we visited a rainforest habitat
The main difference between the states
where we were able to pet koalas, feed and Australia that has stuck out in my

mind is the amount of partying that goes refer to ketchup as tomato sauce, you get
on and is con:;;idered acceptable. The bars take-away instead of carry-out, and
here are open nearly 24 hours a day, "stuff" is a curse word here. But the one
seven days a week. There is even a bar thing that has stuck out to me the most is
located on our campus! It is not the least they have rubbish bins, not trash cans. I
bit uncommon to see a drunken teenager .l earned that one the hard way after an
walking along the beach at lunch time, or older woman at our hotel gave me a leclate night partyers stumbling back to their ture about how I should Jearn the "lingo"
residence at 4 in the morning. It is as if of a country before I came here if I wantthis town never sleeps. I often refer to it as ed to make it in a different country. Cona "year-round spring break." It is also trary to what she thought, I seem to have
acceptable to bring your children into adjusted just fine to the differences, and I
many bars. Some of the bars even have am C\'Cn beginning to speak their Ian- '
children's play areas indoors. It was guage.
amazing to me that the parents brought
In the remaining time I have left, I plan
their children along while they got drunk. to get out and see more of the sites. I hope
As with any international travel, you to visit Sydney and Melbourne, as well as
have to adapt to the way they do things. I travel into the outback and experience
had to ~et used to them serving tomatoes real Aussie life.
with everything, beet root is a common
thing to put on a hamburger and sweet Crystal Stinson is a jurtiar architectural engitea is nowhere to be found. They also neerir~g teclmalagy majar from Russellr•ille.
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Investigating officials link murders
to state prisOner with long record

Court documents support Fonner Rocket faces
case against FBI source

sexual-assaun charges

Uzbekistan explosion
causes pollee standoff

LOUISVILLE (AP) - A state prisoner
with a long criminal record was charged
Tuesday in thr~e unsolved murders in
Owensboro and Louisville dating back to
the early 1980s.
Police used DNA to link James Ray
Cable, 55, to the three killings, the oldest
in Owensboro in 1982, according to
indictments filed Tuesday in Jefferson
County and Daviess County. Cable is a
prisoner Jt the Kentucky State Penitentiary in Eddyville serving out numerous
rape and other violent crime convictions.
According to two indictments filed
Tuesday in Jefferson County Circuit
Court, Cable is facing murder and rape
charges in the deaths of Oma Marie Bird
and Helen V. Booth. Bird's body was
found on Dec. 10, 1986, near Dixie Highway in Louisville, and Booth's was discovered in Riverside Park on May 11,
1989.
Cable has also been linked to a third
victim, Sandra Gail Kellems, whose body
was found in Owensboro on June 9, 1982.
Cable was indicted Tuesday in Daviess
County on murder charges in her death.
jefferson County prosecutors will likely
seek the death penalty if Cable is convicted of the Louisville murders, Assistant
Commonwealth's Attorney Brian Butler
said Wednesday.
Cable is to be arraigned Monday in Jefferson County and on April 12 in Owensboro, authorities said.'

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
woman accused as a doubleagent for China and had an
affair with an FBI agent talked
with a Chinese government official and shared secret information about other agents, according to court papers.
Recent briefs filed by prosecutors reveal new details in the
government's case against Katrina Leung and now-retired FBI
agent James J. Smith.
Leung was a longtime FBI
source of Chinese intelligence
for the FBI but also began working for the Chinese Ministry of
State Security around 1990, sup·
plying information about her
FBI employers, federal prosecutors allege in the recent briefs.
The court documents refer to
three documents found at
Leung's home during a December 2002 search.
One document was a sevenpage report, labeled secret, from
the FBI's legal attaChe in Hong
Kong, dated June 12, 1977, court
papers said.

HOUSTON (AP) - With tears
streaming down his face after
appearing in a courtroom
Wednesday, former Houston
Rockets star Calvin Murphy
declared he is innocent of
charges alleging he molested
five of his daughters.
Murphy, 55, was a guard for
the Rockets from 1970 to 1983
and was inducted into the Bas·
ketball Hall of Fame in 1993. He
has taken a leave of absence
from his analyst d uties on Rockets telecasts while he fi~ts three
charges of indecency with a
child and three charges of aggravated sexual assault of a child.
The women said the abuse
occurred from 1988-91, according to an affidavit filed by state
investigators. Mu rphy contends
the claims by his daughters, now
adults, stem from family discord
related to a battle over money.
Murphy has 14 children with
several women.
State District Judge Michael
McSpadden set Murphy's next
court appearance for April 27.

Church members request leaders
rethink lesbian pastor's acquittal
WILMORE {AP) - United Methodists
who oppose ordaining gay clerics feel a
jury in a church trial ignored the denomination's law by acquitting a lesbian pastor
and want church leaders to f¥ke action at
an upcoming national meeting.
Good News, which represents evangelical Methodlsts, is asking for a review by
the Judicial Council - the denomination's
top court - of the church trial and verdict
in the ca!'e of the Rev. Karen Dammann.
Good News also wants changes that
would "close loopholes" in judicial proceedings.
In March, a jury of 13 Methodist pastors
acquitted Dammann of violating a church
ban on ordaining "self-avowed, practicing
homosexuals."
The Washington state pastor had
informed her bishop that she was in a committed relationship with a woman. But the
jury said the evidence did not .support the
charge that she had violated church law.

Jury begins deliberations Gorilla flees zoo exhibit,
In corporate-looting trial

attacks four bystanders

NEW YORK (AP) - Jurors in
the Tyco International corporate-looting trial, their dehberations on track after being nearly
derailed by infighting, reviewed
testimony Wednesday about
millions of dollars in bonuses
and forgiven loans to the company's former ~op officers.
Jurors had asked last week to
review testimony by Mark
Swartz, Tyco's former chief
financial officer, but later asked
for a delay as their deliberations
threatened to cause a mistrial.
Readback of Sv.;artz's testimony began Tuesday and resumed
Wednesday, with two court
reporters reading from a thick
stack of court transcripts. The
jurors then began their lOth day
of deliberations.
In his testimony, Swartz tells
of conversations with L Dennis
Kozlowski, Tyco's former chief
executive, about $375 million in
forgiven loans and $72 million
in bonuses they received.

DALLAS (AP) - After a 350pound gorilla ran free at the
Dallas Zoo and attacked four
people, police shot it to death, a
newspaper reported Wednesday.
Police officers did not cooperate with zoo staff on March
18 as they tried to subdue
Jabari, The Dallas Morning
News reported, citing zoo
records.
Zoo records show that just
before the escape, two teenage
boys standing on a trail overlooking the gorilla exhibit
hurled either ice or stones at
Jabari. The gorilla escaped his
walled compound, snatched u p
a toddler w ith his teeth and
injured three others.
Police have said officers were
forced to shoot the charging
gorilla after it came within 15
feet of them. According to the
newspaper, a tranqu ilizer gun
wielded by zoo staff h ad
jammed.

TASHKENT, Uzbekistan
(AP) - Militants seized
hostages during a standoff
with authorities after an
explosion in Uzbekistan's
capital Wednesday, police
said. A television station
reported three wounded in
the latest wave of terroristrelated violence in this Central Asian nation.
A grenade that was set up
as a booby trap detonated
when a police patrol tried to
enter the gate of a house in
Tashkent, leading to a
standoff in which militants
took hostages, a police
major at the scene said.
Russia's Channel One
television reported three
people were wounded in
the blast in the Sabir-Rakhimovski district of Tashkent,
about half a mile from the
Chorsu bazaar, where suicide attackers struck Monday.
Authorities were negotiating with the hostage-takers
in the house, the police
major said.

Afghanistan, neighbors
reach drug agreement
BERLIN (AP) On Wednesday Afghanistan and its six
neighbors drew up an agreement to cooperate in combating drug trafficking, the
Afghan foreign minister said
at an international donors
conference.
Foreign Minister Abdullah
gave few details, but said the
deal builds on a non-aggression pact that Afghanistan
signed in December 2002
with all six of its neighborsChina, Pakistan, Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan •and
Tajikistan.
"It it a majo( s~ fQrward,"'
Abdullah
told
reporters. "Hopefully this
will create a new momentum
for cooperation between
Afghanistan and its neighbors."
Production of opium- the
raw material for heroin -

AP Photo/Anvar llyasov

An Uzbek poUce officer patrols a street as security
remains tight in Tashkent, Uzbekistan, Wednesday, with
soldiers and police searching vehicles at check points.
accounts for about half of
Afghanistan's economy.
In his speech earlier
Wednesday to the Berlin
conference, President Hamid
Karzai said that "drugs in
Afghanistan are threatening
the very existence of the
Afghan state."
Karzai's government is
launching a fresh drive this
month to destroy poppy
fields. But the Afghan leader
told donors that further
international help is needed
to make the program work.

Hong Kong lawmaken
discuss political refonn
HONG KONG (AP) -·In a
heated legislative debate
Wednesday, pro-democracy
lawmJkers accused the government of forfeiting Hong
Kong's autonomy by agreeing to Beijing's plan to interP~.. the ~~90:'s ,\aws on
political reform.
The territory's No. 2 official, Donald Tsang, said
Tuesday that Hong Kong
would need China's consent
for any electoral reforms in
Hong Kong, where locals
elect fewer than half of the

legislature and have no say
in choosing their leader.
The
statement
came
despite calls from many for
full democracy and concerns
that freedoms guaranteed
when Britain handed the territory back to China in 1997
were being eroded.
"The government is giving
up Hong Kong's high degree
of autonomy itself," said
Yeung Sum, head of the territory's top opposition party.
Yeung challenged Tsang to
explain where in the territory's mini-constitution it is
stated that the legislature
must
obtain
Beijing's
approval to change the methods Hong Kong uses to select
its lawmakers and leader.
Tsang said any unilateral
move to change the territory's electoral policy will not
work without Hong Kong
and Beijing's approval.
l'sa~a conunents followed his return on Tuesday
from the border city of Shenzhen, where he met with
China's top legislative panel.

..
News in Brief is compiled by
Melissa Kilcoyne, news editor.
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Alliance members witness GOP walkout
by Elizabeth cawein
Staff Writer
Last week. Alliance President Danielle Walsh, senior
from Frankfort, learned the power of split-second decistons.
During the organization's weekly Thursday night
meeting. Walsh and four other Alliance members made
last-minute plans to be a part of history. Six hours later
at 2 a.m., the group set out for Frankfort to witness the
vote on a proposed amendment to the state's constitution which would define marriage as a union between
one man and one woman.
"The whole week leading up to Friday's vote was horrible," Walsh said. "There was a big anti-gay rally in
Murray last Saturday. and nothing seemed to be going
right in Frankfort. I got tired of not being heard and
refused to sit on the sidelines while legislators were
determining my future."
After driving all morning, Walsh and the other
AJiiance members headed straight to the House chambers where they listened to the three-hour debate on the
bill. What many of the legislators said came as no surprise to Walsh, but what happened that afternoon certainly did - the Republicans walked out of the chamber
en masse.
"We knew it was going to be an historic day, even
though we certainly didn't expect a walkout," Walsh
said. "We were all in an absolute state ofshock when it
happened. It was really obvious it was staged though.
The governor was waiting out on the step through the
whole debate. Right before it happened, ( heard the
Family Foundation people behind me say, 'Get ready!
Get ready to go!' Regardless, I thank the Republicans
and Family Foundation from the bottom of my heart for
the walkout."
Walsh's excitement stems from the failure of the bill;

though a few Republicans later returned and voted, the
bill failed to get the 60 votes necessary for a constitutional amendment to pass through the House. The bill
had been altered from its original state, causing many
members of the GOP to withdraw support.
Though the group members did not get a chance to
lobby, Walsh said she feels their trip made a difference.
"Realistically, I don't know how much we impacted
the opposition - most of the Family Foundation supporters and legislators have their minds made up. and
they definitely outnumbered us," Walsh said. "Personal·
ly though, I can say going to Frankfort changed me. It
gave me some hope after a week of being completely
disillusioned and gave me new energy, drive and commitment."
Murray native John Carter, who became involved
with Murray State's Alliance through the Kentucky
Fairness Association, tmveled to Frankfort with the students. Carter said beyond the legislative process, which
most of the members had never observed, they also witnessed the actions of rival lobbyists from the Family
Foundation.
"When we were all in the gallery together. they were
just glaring at us," Carter said. "When the walkout
occurred. they were yelling and calling out, and at lhe
beginning of the session during the pledge of allegiance.
they screamed 'under God.' 1 was glad for these youngsters to be able to really see how much hate is in these
people· s hearts."
Walsh added that Rep. Kathy Stein said earlier in the
week an intern was spit on and hit with a Bible by a
Family Foundation supporter.
"It was a strange feeling (on Friday); Kentucky Fairness and Family Foundation folks were all mixed
together in the gallery, one sitting just one seat down
from me;• Walsh said. "It was actually, in my opinion,
a very good thing. I know they have their minds made

AP Photoltd Reinke

Some of the hundreds of people who gathered on the grounds of the Capitol in Frankfort hold signs
proclaiming their opposition to same-sex marriage during a rally Monday. A bill banning same-sex
marriage was defeated in the House .last week, but supporters were hoping to readdress the issue.
up, but at least they got to see and interact with real, live
gayllesbian/bisexual/transgender people. That should. at
the very least. dispel some of their stereotypes."
Walsh said she like!. to think about telling future genemtions about her political activism.
··1. for one, want to be able to tell my children and

Music professor performs in Nashville
by Elizabeth Caweln
Staff Writer
Last Sunday, a new page of music
history was being composed. and
Murray State professor of music
Randall B lack was guiding the pen.
Black performed lhe role of Evangelist in the American premiere of
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach's "St.
Matthew Passion'' at Belle Meade
Church in Nashville.
Though thought to have been
destroyed after they went missing
from a Berlin archive after World
War U, "St. Matthew Passion" and
several other works by C.P.E. Bach,
the second son of Johann Sebastian
Bach, were unearthed five years ago
by researchers in Kiev, Ukraine.
St. Oeorge•s Episcopal Church
Music Director Murray Forbes
Somerville, formerly of Harvard

University, had
cert intimidated him.
Beyond that, B lack also translated
connections with
"I was more nervous for that per- the passions from their original Gerthose involved in
formance than any other perfor- man text.
the Bach redismance I've done in the last 20
Since that intensive exploration
covery.
When
years.'' he said.
during his doctoral study, Black has
searching for a
Just as he is no stranger to the performed a passion almost every
Bach expert in the
stage, Black is also no stranger to year. Two years. ago. Black perarea, Somerville
the music of Bach.
formed in a world premiere of a "St.
contacted Black
"I do a lot of Bach.'' Black said. Matthew Passion" written by a
through a mutual
"When I was in graduate school. I graduate of Murray State.
acquaintance.
knew that my voice was particularly
"It was actually harder than this
"(Somerville)
suited to works by J.S. Bach. While piece. but I didn' t feel the same
contacted me, and
working on my doctorate, I spent a pressure," Black said. "It wasn't
asked me . if 1 Randall Black ~ear coac~ing !!te Evangelist roles over 200 years old, written by the
would be mter- Professor of Music •m the Passtons.
son of J.S. Bach."
ested,"
Black
A passion, Black explained, is a
C.P.E. Bach's "St. Matthew Passaid. "How can I tum down the story about the death of Christ, and sion" has undoubtedly been the
American premiere of C.P.E. Bach, the Evangelist is essentially the most important passion to the music
the youngest and most talented son principle narrator of that story. community and to Black personally.
of Johann Sebastian Baehr'
Black worked with a cellist. organ- He spent in upwards of two hours
Though vocal performance is cer- ist and conductor, exploring I "the ' each day . for almost two months
tainly nothing new to Black, he nuances of phrases, melodies and prior to the concert working on the
admitted the magnitude of this con- specific words.''
music.

grandchildren that I fought against this amendment,"
Walsh said. ''I'm confident that society will have progressed to the point that they can look back and be proud
of that by then. I couldn't have sat through class all day
on Friday knowing that this vote was happening without
me.''

Well-known author visits
campus, addresses issues
by Lydia Barrow
staff w·ntcr

Author and assistant professor at
the University of North Carolina,
Rundall Kenan addressed an audience
of students and faculty nt the Jesse
Stuart Writing Symposium held at the
Performing Arts Hall Wednesday.
Also on the panel were Bev Brown,
Murray State alumna. Debbie Owens,
associate professor in the department
of joumnlism and mass communications and MarTeze Hammonds. Murmy State senior.
The panel discussion addressed
issues of being black in America. a
topic Kenan investigates in his latest
book, 1'0n the Water: Black lives at
the tum of the 21st century."
In the book, Kenan exposes a wide

range of experiences ofbeing black in
America today as he chronicles his
six-year journey across North America. The discussion included questions
such us what is meant by the term
"black" and how people deal with the
race issues in America.
Owens said people do not understand the complexity of being black.
"Being black in America means
swinuning against the tide of popular
mainstream culture," Owens said.
One point that resonated from nil
members of the panel was the concept
that African·American people must
identify more closely with their roots.
Brown said knowing who you are
is crucial to the process of eliminating
stereotypes.

Fur the complete coverage of this
el'ent, visit www.thenews.org.
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Vote from April 19 at 9 a.m. through April 21 at 9 a.m.

POSITIONS
President

Vice. President
Secret3.ry
Senator Positions

Treasurer

College of Business & Public Affairs • College of Education
College of H ealth Scien ce & Humaq Services • College of Humanities & Fine Arts
C ollege of Science, Engineering & Techno logy • School of Agriculture • At-Large
Applicat io n s m ay b e p icked up in the SGA Office,
1st flo or of t h e Cu rris Center or online at www.msusga .com
Applications due in the SGA Office on Mon., April 5 by Noon.
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Authority notices
program, college
receives funds

School customizes farming ·p rogram
Students study
technological
advancements
I

b y Rob Whitfield

economic analysis," she said .
"(We) analyze companies
(and) industries - I think it's
The Tennessee Valley been a great experience."
Moser a lso said she
Authority awarded Murray
State's College of Business believes the program a llows
and Public Affairs $ 15,000 students an opportunity to
Wednesday in recognition of use in the business world
students' outstanding invest- what they have learned in
ment performance over the class.
"Usually, you have a book,
past three years.
The award was part of the and you learn something,"
TV A's investment challenge she said. " Here, you can
program. said Wilson Taylor, actually apply your knowlTV A senior manager of edge."
Larry Guin, professor of
financial services.
Julia Gass. TV A financial economics and fi nance, said
analyst, said Murray State the program is beneficial to
won second place for the Murray State students and
three-year investment com- the TVA.
"We have the right to manpetition, earning a 33.9 percent increase in investments age (a TV A ponfolio)," he
said. "They keep the money,
over the past three years.
"Murray State is defiantly, but we get to keep prize
consistently one of our top money. We've had (consisperforming schools,'' she tent) top-five fini shes, so
we've done quite well ."
said.
Guin said 26 area universiAt the awards ceremony,
students from David Durr's ties compete to raise the
class received a large check highest percent gain on their
and two trophies commemo- respective TV A investment
rating their financial success. portfolios. The top-three finFollowing the presenta- ishers in both the one-year
tion, Taylor discussed the and three-year categories win
merits of the investment monetary awards, he said.
Durr, chair of the economchallenge
program
and
opportunities it allowed him. ics and finance department,
"The things students learn said unlike some participatin the program . .. they can ing schools, Murray State
use in the real world," said opens the program to all
Taylor. "They have (real) interested students.
money, (and) that has real
"It's a lways been about the
world
applications,
as learning experience," he
opposed to programs that said. "Students a re very
have play money. where you excited when they do somedon ' t have anything nt risk." thing of this magnitude."
Gass said given Murray
Nicole Moser. graduate
student from Regensburg, State students' consistently
performance.
she
Germany, was involved in high
the program last year and expects Murray to continue
said she enrolled in the pro- placing high in the competigram a second time because tion.
Said Gass: ''I'm sure we'll
of the benefits it provided
be (giving awards) in the
her.
" I've learned a lot about same p lace again next year."
Staff Writer

by Charissa Acree
Staff Writer

,

;~•

Murray State's School of Agriculture is working to meet the demands of a changing world as
technology and growing competition change the
lives of agriculturalists across America.
According to an article from CNN last week,
more farmers are attending colleges and universities in search of skills to fall back on as well as
knowledge of the new technology being used in
agriculture today.
"Agriculture is much more than farming," Jim
Rudolph, director of the School of Agriculture,
said. " However, farmers today do need more
training."
Rudolph said Murray State's School of Agriculture experienced growth during the 1990s but
its enrollment over past years has stabilized.
The School of Agriculture seeks to make sure
its students receive the necessary training to
become successful agriculturalists through a variety of programs and curriculum designed to provide students with hands-on experience and
know-bow about new agricultural advancements,
Rudolph said. •
"Markets are changing," he said. '1'he small
family farm concept has changed. Today, we are
seeing farms operating with hundreds and even
thousands of acres."
The increasing size of farms has caused the
agriculture field to become increasingly dependent on technology. Rudolph said the size and
complexity of agricultural machinery has grown
in response to the demands of the industry with
many machines now equipped with computer
operating systems.
"In the past, measuring acres and verifying
grains to determine yields was a difficult
process," Rudolph said. "Today. machines that
are used for harvest do all of these calculations
for us."
Rudolph said other technologies, such as the
Global Positioning Satellite, are used on a daily,
basis by most agriculturalists.
Farm growth has made farm operations more
complicated. Rudolph said there are hundreds of
choices in chemicals and ferti lizers available, and
advancements in livestock breeding. feeding and
~ing are continually changing,
In addilion 10 the chapges in Jtgricultural operations, ~jll'keting , is beco!'ling, an i~~rtant

Malta Barnard/The News

Ben Taylor, senior from Henryville, Ind., feeds weaned calves early Thursday morning
before classes at Stabler's Dairy Farm ln Murray.
aspect of agricultural life. Rudolph said contracting commodities are essential for today' s agriculturalists, and ull available resources must be utili:ted if an operation wishes to remain profitable.
"Many farmers don' t know about the business
end of agriculture," Hillary Spain, senior from
Hopkinsville, said.
The School of Agriculture is making sure its
curriculum remains current and up to par with
new technology in order to prepare agriculture
students to meet these demands. Rudolph said
students in the School of Agriculture learn to use
new technology. including GPS .
Murray State' s Animal Health Technology program is one of 14 four-year programs in the country. This program along with the equine program
attract many students to Murray State each year.
Rudolph said the School of Agriculture oversees several specialized programs including dark
fired tobacco research on the West Farm in conjunction with the University of Tennessee and the
University of Kentucky. In addition, the BASF
Chemical Co. supports well-orchestrated research
for a variety of new chemicals on farm crops. The
School of Agriculture also offers a registered
Angus Beef cattle program.
Three laboratory farms provide students with
opportunities for bands-on involvement.
"The three campus farms, where we are able to
do nctivities, help 1l lot," Elissa Baertschi, junior
from Byron, Ill., said. 'The lab environment
helps us understand what we are learning better."
Other academic programs within the School of

Agriculture nllow study in pre-veterinary science,
animal/equine science, agrtbusiness economics,
agricultural systems technology. horticulture,
agricultural education and agriscience technolo-

gy.
Recently, the School of Agriculture received
funding from the Agriculture Development Board
to work with West Kentucky Nursery and Acquaculture Cooperative in Tri City by establishing
small research ponds and tree plots.
..The funds from this grant nre used to encourage established tobacco producers to consider
growing supplemental crops and to invest in other
agribusiness enterprises." Rudolph ~ aid . " Students have the option to observe supplemental
crops to tobacco."
The support found in the School of Agriculture
is giving future agriculturalists the knowledge
they need to be successful in a demandjng and
competitive field . It is also giving them the support they need to achieve.
Justin Sims, junior of Mount Vernon, Ill., said
he changed his major from history to horticulture
after realizing how many opportunities the
School of Agriculture had to offer for his future
career.
' The school of agriculture h different fro m
other colleges," Sims said. 'The teachers are
extremely good and everyone is really friendly.
We have so many scholarships available and
organiz.ations to become involved in, ;md we are
involved on a national level as well. Murray is
definitely n great place to c;tudy agriculture. "
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The Murray State News is looking
for cartoonists for the 2004-2005 academic
ear. Panel and strip cartoonists are needed.
Apply TODAY at 111 Wilson Hall! Murray St~te.
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The men's rowing team puts
its 8-person
boat into the
water of Creve
Coeur Lake
Saturday near
St. Louis. The
men and women's teams are
preparing for
the Racer
Regatta, whieb
will be held at
Kenlake State
Resort Park
this weekend.
Schools from
across the country will be comlog to compete
Saturday.

Director
.attempts
to improve
conference
by Joel Roberts
Staff Writer
Although the Ohio Valley Conference does not
have a team playing in the Final Four, it will be
more than well-represented in San Antonio.
Murray State Athletic Director E. W. Dennison
has been appointed chainnan of the OVC Basketball Issues Committee, which will meet during the
Final Four. Dennison, along with League Commissioner Jon Steinbrecher, will sit down with the
II OVC coaches to discuss the future of men's
bf'Sketball in the conference and ways to improve
basketball within the OVC.
"We are going to explore all the possible ways
to make our conference better, so that hopefully a
team in the conference can get an at-large bid,"
Dennison said.
Some conference teams need to weaken their
schedule, while some need to strengthen their nonconference schedule, Dennison said.
"We are looking at ways to make our Rating
Percentage Index as a conference better," Dennison said.
Another thing to be discussed is the conference's 16-game schedule. With the addition of
Jacksonville State and Samford this past year, the
OVC stands at 11 teams. Dennison said II creates
a problem splitting the conference into north and
south divisions.
"With 12 teams we could play all the five teams
in our division twice in a season and the other six
teams once." Dennison said. "That creates a 16game conference schedule like we have now."
The NCAA limits teams to 27 games a season.
Dennison said the coaches are going to discuss
changing to a 20-game conference schedule. He
said OVC teams would play each other twice in a
season, two Division n schools, and two top-tier
Division I schools, leaving three games to use for
regional rivals.
"[know from my point of view, as Murray State
athletic director, we really missed out on playing
Austin Peay at home this season," Dennison said.
"Not only did the league's top two teams not play
home and home, we missed out on one of our bigger crowds of the season, and that cost us revenue.
We also didn't play Tennessee Tech at home. So
basically. two of the top-four teams in the conference didn't get a chance to play us at home."
Dennison said the schedule change would probably not take effect until 2005.
"It is going to be difficult to make a schedule
change this late for the basketball season," he said.
"It would take a league mandate and some contracts might have to be broken, which is not good.
All in all, the schedule will probably not change
for 2004,"
There are other issues likely to come up, said
Dennison, but the main focus is the importance of
basketball in the OVC.

Rowers ready for Racer Regatta Saturday
ers together. for both the varsity eight
and varsity four races. She said it wac;
a hectic day for racing.
"We started the morning with everyThe air was brisk and the sky
promised rain for the Murray State thing changed around.'' Hobbs said.
women's rowing team as it competed "The women's varsity eight boat was
in St. Louis on the Creve Coeur Lake suppose to be racing last. and they
Sunday. The possibility of storms changed it to the first race of the day.
rescheduled the varsity races for earli- As soon as my boat got off the water,
we went straight into varsity four racer in the day.
The women's varsity four boat ing.''
Boats tried ro line up with one
placed fifth out_of seven teams, which
included Creighton "A," "B" and "C" another while the wind pushed each
teams. North Park. Washington Uni- team's boat off the racecourse closer
versity and Southern Illinois Universi- to buoys. Each boat started with five
ty. The women's varsity eight placed strong strokes after being given the
fourth going up against Creighton, call from Washington University's
rowing coach.
which lead with a
boat
length.
''We just need to focus on our really"Overall,
thought it
Arkansas
and
Washington Uni- races and not worry about the was an awesome
other teams that are there. I experience,''
versity.
The
regatta. Lhink we will do really well, Hobbs said. "Our
first race was
hosted by Washfocus on ourselves and apply close.
had a great
ington University.'
was
a
spring what we have learned to lhe start and kept
strong all the way
sprint race. The race.''
to the end. We
racecourse
wa'i
continually kept
1,550 meters in
Natalie Wendt
length. Typically
senior rower
racing seat to seat
races are 2.000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - with boats on
each side of us.
meters.
The biggest races of the day were Our team rolls with the punches (and
the women's varsity eight and varsity is) always ready for the unexpected."
Team captain Wendt stroked (led the
four race and the novice eight and
boat. setting the rhythm in the stem for
novice four races.
The women's varsity, from bow to the women to follow her) in the womstern, was powered by sophomore en's eight boat race. She said the eight
Lindsey Flowers, junior Sarah Bul- boat's race was decent.
"We need to work on being more
lock, junior Rachel Hopper. senior
Anna Grout, junior Kristen Slater, controlled and being faster," Wendt
junior Myriah Conaughty and senior said. "We have to build strength on
Natalie Wendt. The women's varsity control and not just speed and make
four included the stern four from the what you want happen, and not leave it
to chance."
varsity eight race.
Grout, rowing in the four seat of the
Sophomore Samantha Hobbs was
the coxswain, the person who gives the women's varsity eight boat, said this
commands for the boat to keep all row- was the team's first race away from

by Lauren Heins
Staff Writer

'

home with new Head Coach Bill
McClean.
"This race was a good starting point
to show us what we need to work on
for the rest of the semester," Grout
said. "We learned from every race, and
this was a great race to Jearn from."
"We teamed what techniques we
needed to work on as a team.'' Hobbs
said. ''We are looking to improve for
the Southern Intercollegiate Rowing
Association Regatta, where we will
race in three weeks."
Before the Racers head to SIRA. the
team will host the annual Racer Regatta this Saturday in Kenlake State Park
in Aurora. Teams from Xavier University. the University of Cincinnati,
Rhodes College and Northwestern
State will participate in the nine-race
event on a 1.750-meter course.
Wendt said she is confident and serious about the Racer Regatta.
"We just need to focus on our races
and not worry about the other teams
that are there," she said. "I think we
will do really well, focus on ourselves
and apply what we learned to the
race."

The women's rowing team shove off
in their eight-penon boat (bottom)
and four·person boat (top) Saturday
in St. Louis. The four boat placed
fifth in the competition and the eight
boat placed fourth out of seven teams.

Turkey-hunting 'sickness' hits hunters hard throughout April
Sneaking into school late
after a morning of turkey
hunting while dressed in
camo (often wearing traces of
face paint around my ears}
was never the easiest task in
middle or high school.
I remember teachers eyeing
me rather suspiciously as
they turned to see a desk that
was empty moments ago
with me sitting in it, taking
notes and swatting at bugs
that may have followed me
from the woods.
"Where have you bt.--en Will?" they'd ask me.
"Sick. Bad sick. But I wouldn't miss your class
for the world," I'd reply.
"Sick?" they'd ask.
"Yes ma'am."

"You always get sick around the middle of April
on clear mornings. Every year, it seems like."
The funny thing is, some professors I've had
throughout my years here at MSU have also
noticed the sickness I get this time of year. I always
try to schedule my spring classes around turkey
hunting, but sometimes there is a class or two that
just gets in the way, and 1 have to get sick al1 over
again.
I try to be honest and tell my professors ahead of
time that HHey, I might be sick on Thursday, so
don't be heartbroken if you don't see me. l should
be better on Tuesday." Then Tuesday comes along
and it's clear and warm outside and I've got a
turkey tag left in my pocket, so I stay sick.
I'm always careful not to get sick on a test day or
in a class that cannot be missed. I also stay pretty
healthy throughout the spring semester, just so I
can get sick in April. l figure those three sick days
most professors give you per semester should be

used for a good cause, if they're going to be used at
all.
The trouble is, sometimes I'm so intent on getting sick in April that early in the semster I am
going to classes when I really shouldn't be there.
Uke when 1 went during the very beginning of this
semester with a bad case of food poisoning that
required a night'9 stay in the hospital. My girlfriend went with me when she could to take notes,
and I sat there trying not to throw up. 1 probably
shouldn't have done that, but I knew I would need
those sick days for something serious later on, like
turkey hunting.
This past weekend, my dad called and said
"We're going to Alabama this weekend to hunt.
The season's in down there, and I've got a buddy
with a good place. Think you can leave on Thursday?" l thought about the class I've got at 2:30
Thursday afternoon and the perfect attendance
record I have in that class. I also thought of how we

just took a test in that class, so I can probably
exchange a day of note-taking for an afternoon of
early turkey hunting without dire consequences.
So I told Dad I could leave about anytime Thurs·
day afternoon, as long as I could tell my professor
ahead of time that I'll be sick on Thursday. He's
used to this type of behavior from me since he
always checked me out of school as a kid and generally taught the behavior to me.
"Are you sure your professor will understand?"
he asked me.
"Well, he'll understand a need to cure an honestto-goodness illness, I'm sure," 1 said.
1 don't figure I'm telling a lie there. The turkey~
hunting bug is an honest-to-goodness illness.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist for "The Murray
State News."
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Men's Baseball Standings
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Men's Baseball Schedule

ovc 0\erall

April3

Eastern Kl·ntucky at Tennessee Martin(2), .11 a.m.
Austin rc.ly at Samford(2), noon
Eastern Illinois at MuiTay State (2), 1 p.m.
Soulht•.:~st Missouri at Jacksom·ille State (2), I p.m.
Morehead State at TennL"S.See Tl'('h (2), 2 p.m.
April4

AU!itin Pe.1y at Samford, I p.m.
Eastern Illinois at Murrily State, 1 p.m
Eastern Kentucky at Tenm-sst>e-Martin, 1 p.m.

Southeast MISsouri at Jacksonville State, I p.m.
Morehead State at Tennessee Tech, 1 p.m.

Men's Tennis Standings

Women's Tennis Standings
Samford
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EKU
MSU
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1-0
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JSU
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2·0
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2·9

JSU
MSU
Morehead
Samford
EIU

4-1

11-5

2-2
1-1

7-7
6·6

1TU

0-0
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APSU
TSU
EKU
UT-Martin

0-l

6-5
0-4
9-5

1·0

0·1
0-2
2·9

0-2

Men's and Women's Tennis
Schedules
Men

April 1 at Memphis, 2 p.m.
April 7 vs. Tennessee-Martin, 2:30p.m.
April 8 vs. Eastern Jllinois, 2:30 p.m.
Women

April2 at Eastern Kentucky, 2:30p.m.
April 3 at Morehead State, 10 a.m.
April 8 vs. Eastern Illinois, 3 p.m.

Spring football practices

, team looks to fall s
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Victor wins national honor after
humble beginnings in Caribbean
by Jake Lowary
Sports Editor

If someone were to come to Murray from the
tropical climate of, say, the Virgin Islands,
most people in this area would ask. "why?"
For senior forward Cuthbert Victor, it was a
no-brainer.
'
The 21 -year-old came to Murray State in the
fall of 2000 to join former Head Coach
Tevester Anderson in attempting to stake his
claim on the Ohio Valley Conference and college ba">ketball in general. Little did anyone
know this 6-foot-5-incb, 215-pound athlete
would tum Racer basketball around and land a
horde of awards in the process.
Cuthbert "Cuffy" Victor was born Jan. 30,
1983, to Albert and Cynthia Victor. He is the
youngest of seven with five brothers and one
sister. It was his brothers who initially got the
All-American athlete into the sport. Victor said
his brothers played in high school but never
went much further.
"It was kind of hard being the youngest
because my brothers would always pick on
me," Victor said, reflecting on his younger
days in the Caribbean.
Victor attended St. Joseph's High School in
the city of St. Croix. He was a stand-out athlete
in his younger days as well, averaging 20
points and 10 rebounds per game. During his
senior year, Victor was named the top player in
the U.S. Virgin Islands under Head Coach
Cuthbert George.
Being this year's OVC Most Valuable Player
came as no surprise after he was named the
MVP for the World Youth Games in Chicago
twice.
Just last week, even more accolades were
added to the list. Victor was named as an AllAmerican Honorable Mention. Also on the list

liVE OAI< A
r e m o d e le d ! 1
BR - SJ•1U , J
S 100 clC[lOSil
qualified
applicant~ .
Al s o accepting applita·
lions for fall . 753-8221

I BR S:Qt;, 2 BR $375 , .l
BR $535 , 4 BR S375. No
peb . Deposi t and I!":JSI• .
Days
753-4937,
nights
759-8926 or 753 - 1<151

HELP WANTED
MAI.E COI.LEGE STUDENTS
needed for a psychological
~tudy of pri~on lite: 570 per
day for 1·2 weeh beginn1ng
May 1 7 th . l'or iurther inior mation .1ncl appli c ations. e·
mail : JHISOn·~tuclyCI>wku . edu
JOB OPfNING : 5 D.1ys ,,
week 9 a . m . to 5 p . m . Dellv·
ery in c arton w .:trehouse . All
.uound work Must have good
driving record , Mu~t !.:now
Callow.ty ancl •urrounding
countie~ . Wiggms furnltu re ,
liwy 641 . Now taktng appli c atiOns . ~o phone call~ .

were players from the Big Ten and
almost every other conference imaginable. Victor's name will forever
be etched into infamy with players
like Dec Brown, from the University of Illinois. and Erik
Daniels and Gerald Fitch, from the
University of Kentucky.
Victor was attracted to Murray
State after playing under Anderson on
the Virgin Islands National Team. On this
team, Victor faced the United States National
Team that had players from the NBA. Victor
was pitted against the best in the world.
"Coach T coached the (Virgin Island)
Nationai Team, and he was really nice and ,
wanted me to come (to Murray)," Victor said.
Victor is the first in his family· to go to col·
lege and the first to take his basketball career
past the high school level.
Now. as his final year at Murray State comes
to a close, he must decide where to go - the
N BA or into the job market. Victor said he
plans to go into the NBA, but if that doesn' t
work out, he is getti ng a degree in business
management which he can use to get a
job e lsewhere.

AVON·CAREER OR Pock1•
money- you dPddt•. Up to 'iO%
commission. S 10 invesllnent,
unlimited
e.uning>,
W1n
prize~, tr~ps . Cull lisa, 1·80 0 ·
355· 4!' 79, J cce~s code 79.
CNC MACHINISTS, QC Manager
• Well cs1ablish('d Georgetown
Tool-Maker
and
Precision
Machtne Shop seeking highly
~killl'd. se lf ~uffiCt<'nt indiv icfu.1ls
to fill opl•n positio11~: CNC latht~
Machimsts, CNC Milling Machin·
ist~. QC M.1nagt"r h cellcnt envl·
ronment, challengmg work, new
machln!'s, oH-IIn(' progr.1mmmg,
top
w.tges,
vac.Jtion,
health/llfe/denta I
insurance,
401 K. Apf!IY in person or send
resumr! . CAR BID£ PRODUCTS,
INC., 800 Clayton Ave., Georg!'·
lawn, KY 40324, ~02.S6:1·6 168.
INAC
TRAINEES
NHDED
NOWII Begin your n1•w C:!rf'!'f In
Heating Vt•ntilation and Cooling
with our short Term fraining l'ro·
gram. AUSTATl CARU:R ACAD·
EMY. Calll -866·5 68-4869.
I.EARN TO OPlRATE BUll·
DOZERS , BJckhol'~. f:x1..1 ·
vators & morl' l No expc•rience needed! G reat pay &
benefit\! 1·866 - 260-58)(1

SfCRfT SIIOPPERS NEEDED
11 o5e ,H customers for stott•
evaluations. Get pa1d to
s hop lo ca l stores, restau rant<,
theaters ,
Flexible
hours. rrn.lil requtr~d 1·800·
5115-9024 e:oct . 6140

I.OOKINC FOR MlD1CAl PRO·
l'fSSIONAL.S with v1•nillunc lure
experience 10 do mobi e insur ance physicals . Control your
schedule.
Good
part- urn.-.
Income, Averagc· S 17/hour I,IM
resume to APP5 502· 3 39-1 JWl .

AIRLINE MI CHAI'\IC-Rapid train·
'"~ ior ,, htgh paying c :ueer-Avi •
,IliOn Maintcn.tnce. f'AA predich
severe ~hmtage . f1nanci.Jl Aid·
job Pl.tcement t\ssi .. tance (888)
)49-5387 AIM 5 loc.1 tions .

TOBA CCO WORKERS need ·
ed 5 / 03 / 04 to
12/3 0 / 04
S7 . 6J per hour ~etllng,
~et'dtng <~nd strq>ping, \8 . 00
per hour cutt10g nnd hou~ ·
tng . Gu.Hantecd 75% of the
workdays of the employmt>nt
period Tooh, and equip ·
ment provided wlthour cost
frPe> hou~ing provlde>d to
those l1ving bt>yond the
recruiting area Paid uans portal•on and subsisten c e
expen5•H to work site to
non-r .. siflent worker~ when
50% oi the contra c t ts com ·
pleted. Appl)' to local State
Employment Service_ Olftc_e

REA Sl!PfRVISOR· A rapidly
~rowing financial organizatitm
IS .. eeldng ' '"Area Supt>rvisor for
Kentucky and <urrounding arl'<l
lol:at1ons. Responsible for 10-15
units, P&l ,1nd all f1n.tncial pro·
u•dures . Will have one-thrt>e
VI!OHS
o( Cxperietln! in ,1
large·medlum rl'tail store/restaurant, manning 30+ employees
Mu~t possess exc('ptional CU\·
turner -.ervin' ~kilh ,1nd hum.1n
re\oUrcPS sl..ills . fxcr•llent .sal My,
benefit> and bonus program are
provided, kstrunk@schear. net or
937·853·21&4 FAX
ArTfN liON
Computer
liP lp wd n ted
LHn up to
S25-S7 5 per hour . Training
provided 1-1188 - 3 0 &·4 983 .
ww w . hweworldwi de . com .

ATT£N[ION ·
R!~ORT
,'\,
HOT[l
Management
Major s! lntern s htp< av .1il
able in resort activ1tles,
front off•cc ollld iood ~er ·
vice . Myrtle Bt•ach t~nd
Hi I ton llt>,Hl , SC: Orlan do,
FL. Jotn us for a semester
or )Ummer gtJin•ng h.1nd~
on e>xperlf!nct• in s unny

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.
0 2003 Blockbuster Inc.

Matta Bamard!The News

resort loc.lttonsl C.lll 1800·864-6762 or email:
Info@ a mer ic,1 n IJospi ta I ity·
ac.tdemy.com
or
w ww . o~mer1 ra nho.spi talrtyac ,tdl'rny .co m ! $3 0 0 / month
~ti pt•nd ,
furni~hed
hous ing , shuttlPd transporta ·
lion , cultural events a n d
soc1als, gatn a cultural
t>Xper Jence, make iriends
from .tround the world ,
gain AH&La C:Ntiflc:ttion,
rece1v!_ internst:1~re~ts .
I)RtV(R-COVENANT TRANS·
PORT . Tl,olnlS ,1nd Solo~
chetk out our now pay plan.
Ask about our Reg•onal
Runs .
Owner
Oper.tlors,
Fxperienced ()revers, Solos,
Te.1 ms and G ra cfua te Stu·
dents . Call 1· 1188-MORI PAY
ll -668·66 7 ·3 7:.!9 ).

- ----

DRIVER Owner Ope rator Solo~
(lnd Teams net•dr~d . Solos .$1,000
stgn on .1nd TP.Im~ ~ign (.ln.
()etenllon patd after 2 hours wtth
our Owner Ops averagmg
$127,700 at 'li' cpm loaded ;tnd
emrty last ye.~r' ( .\11 the RrcrUII•
lng tl~ine at 8&6-207 - ~47'1
DRIV[R- NH Dl 0 1 Earn up to
S67K , Home Mo~t Week ·
ends, lncenttve Program~.
Rider Progr.tm, Full Bene·
iit\, Drivr. your trurk home,
OTR expenence required.
800- 441-4271 Pxt. -HllS.
ORIVER-R,1ce Sea~on i~ Rack!
Roll Your Own Miles! CDL-A
Driver\ •:.t500+ miles/week' •out
5· 6 ; Home 2 • As~igned Equipment-888-346 -4619. or apply
onltnP: www..:.knightt~ns.com

DR lVI RS · We ' ve Dorw the
Math
Company
Drivers,
40~t /mllt> )I I 500 m1les c ZIP.
33¢/ mlle " 1000 • S990 +
bonu, . 0/0p ~O~t/mtle x
11100 '"' ZIP. 0/0p 83(/rnlle :'<
JOOO
S24':1U
Team~
35(/mile. Welcome to Buske
Country 800-879-2486 x 286.
GRI A I

SUMMFR
CAMP
Help
girls
grow
strong, makt.> lifelong friends
o~nd kayak in your iree time!
Gtrl Scouts oi Kentur.k1ana
htring for BP.tr Creek Aqudt·
ic C.unp (KY L.1ke) and Camp
Pennyroyal (wi:'SINn K~ ).
Camp
counselors,
Lite·
gut~rds, Bo<ltingStllfi, lleJith
SvpMVisor, lius•ness M,1n.1g·
t•r ,
Waterfr(lnt
OitJntor
tWSI) , and Cooks . Excellent
benefits, iun traditton5 and
pl:tyful Jtmosphert.>! Apply
1011~1

today at www.kygir1scout·
c11mps.org or call (8881 771r;170 ext . .!34

C.t(l
Steve Mox Trucking . Ask
for Marc I 1-800· 2 '>3 · 5148

JOIN TilE SOUTHWOOOS
W / \Y Southwoo d s is a <~o- ed
r(')IUentiOll chtldren ' s (.amp
in the Adlrondnd Mount:tins
of New York . Southwoods is
scek1ng
ENTHUS IASTIC,
lN(RGtTIC. AND rUN·! OV·
lNG indtvldu.lls to mnke .1
postlive impar:t on a l'hild's
life. PoSitions are av.1tlable
in the area~ of; group leading
athiNics, outdoor adv<'nture,
ne<~tlve ;1nd perform 1ng art!i,
water 'port" .1nd much more!
Bent>flts of worldng ,,, Soulh·
woods Include <alary, tr.lVel,
room, board, laundry, and
rnuc h more! I or mort> in for·
nt.lliOn o1nd to complete an
appltcatlon pl<>ase contact
us
www. south woods com
1-R00- 4 4 t1. 3J 'i 7

DRtVERS: Owner Opera ·
tors
Stl!rt lmm.•cl•at e l yl
Up
lo
$ YO / rnt .
100%
luel
Surch;1rgt!
No
iorced dispatch ,
Home
weekends, Older tru c k s
welcome . T & T Dedicated
Carr i en, Inc., Loulsvillt> ,
KY l-80U·!> 1 l-0082.

--------

.

-
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16·DAY CAREER TRAININGDRIVER fRAtNr rs WANTfOI
ClASS-A Cr>L & Refresher
Training
Nationwide Job
Plact•ment Ass1q,1ncc. ComJiilnfcs
ll111ng,
Ofiering
Tult1on Re11nburseroent. 1·
800·883·0171. Mt Stt>rling,
KY DH fAACADEMY . COM
-

-

~

-

DRIVlR·\2,500 SIGN-ON
RON US -+ IIOMf WUK I Y!
Ask about our 3 cpm po1y
rt~tse .
C ompany
driver ,
00 or Lease Pur<.ha~e .
C olll t 0 d t1 y 1 8 0 0 ·54 ) • 8 9 2 3
www . bc>ydbro\ . com
IJRIVl:R-Home Weekends,
Company- Up to JBc/mile;
0/0 - Up
to
<17¢ / mlle
2.,500-2,600
mii1H
per
week . l'rc - qu,1l1fy in 10
minutes 800-321 · 8176 .
_

__.

---

DRIVER - NOW EARN MORF!
Inc rt:>,lse in Pay Pack.1gc.
Contractors
&
Conip<.~ny
Needed
Flatbed·Refngerated- Tanker.
Over-theRoad. Some Regionill Com·
merc1o~l
Driver's License
Tr.llnln1"! . 1·800 - 771-6118 ,
www £_r~muln~om .
OUR COMMITMENT' 3 cent
p.ty raise! No trtcks, no
smoke, no mirrors . lu~t top
Pay! S 43/milc 1 II••Mtl.wd
l xpreS\
1· 800 - 441 - 4953
www . heartlandexprcss com
C.ot P.lld wh.11 _you deserve.
CIH ·A DRIVERS: Minimum
6 Months 0 I R ''Teams Run:.
to West Coast •tate Model
Equipment
•Great
Pay

FOR

SALE

f RfE 4 - ROOM
D I RFCTV
S YS Tr M In cl u d i n g I n s t ,d .

lattonl I ree 3-Months IIBO
(7 movie channels ) " / sub ·
$1.rlption . Ac:chs 22St TV
C:hann(.Js. Digital qunlityl
I imited otfer . Rr•q11c:tions
o~pply 1 - 800-2011- 4&17

WOlff

TANNING
B(I)S
AJ'F ORDAIILF .. CONVfNifNT
T''" At llumc•, Pavmen t ~ from
$25/month. ~REr' Color Catalog. Call Today I -888-839·
51 &0. ww~. np . et~t.w . com

www . springbreJ kdiscounts . c
om or (fiOOl ll.l8·6202
PANAMA CITY IHACH: Sand·
ptper-Beacon Beach Re:.ort
f'rom S3 9 t ·2 pm or arrive
Su ./Mon .·FRH night. Re$tri c.
ttons .
Pools,
river rlc.Jc ,
Jacuzzi, tiki bar. [800) ·188·
88~~ ww~~iperbea~n

SPRING BRF.AK 2004: Tr.lVel
wtth S1S, Americ.1's # 1 Stu·
dent Tour Oper,tlor . Cancun,
Acapulco, Jamatca, Bahamas.
Btggest parties, best clubs!
Call for discounts· 800-648·

484CJ or

www . ~t)travel.com

SPRING BREAK 2004: Travel
with STS, America ' s 11 Stu·
dent
Tour
Operator
to
),lm,tiCII, Cancun, Acapulco,
ll,than•·•~ and Florida . Biggl!~l
parties, best clubs! Call for
group drscounts
lnforma·
tion/reservtJtion~ 1 · 800-&484649 or www . ststr.tvel.com

NOTICE

· PLA C E YOUR 2 5 WORD ad
1n 64 t<c•ntuc:l.;y newsp<lpl'r~
with 1 million clrculat1on
for only $2:.!5 . Conta~.:t this
CASH fOR
STRUCTURED
newspaper or the Kentucky
SHTLfM(NT/Annuity
pay - Press
Associ,llfon,
1502)
ments . lt'.s your money' C.er
.!23 · 8821 for .1ll the cletail5 .
cash now when you need It
GOVERNMfNT
<;URPLUS·
rnostl Oldest / ht>st 1n the
Great deals on surplu~ and con·
bus1ness
Settlement Purfiscatcd items Easy and -convech~ . 1 ·877-Money-Me .
nient, nght from your comput·
SSCASHSS ra~h now lor
t!r. ltl•m:;, t hangt• d.tily . Regt~ler
~tructurt•d
~ettlements ,
free www .govdcals.(orn or r.,tll
annuities , .1nd lnsuran c t• (800) 613· 0 156
p.1youts. (800 1 794 - 7310
1 OR
LEASE
WARFHOUSI::
J.G Wentworth ... JG Went·
30,000 sq. ft.•tv,lll.tble April 15
worth Mt•an:; Co1~h Now I or
'" Fr.wkiln, Kentu!'ky on a tru{ k
Structured SettlemP.nts .
route neM 1-65 Call l>Jvid 270ATTENTION
HOMEOWN598·0702 or 270- ~98·1171.
ERS . Displ.1y tiomes Wanted
[ARN
YOUR
l>EGRI£ ·
ior Vinyl Sieling Repla<:e ·
Onltnl! irom home . Bu,i ·
ment Windows . No Pay n e )s ,
I' ,1 r ~ lr> g n I ,
Com •
rnl'nl~ until 2005 1'.1yment~
start 1ng
at
589 . 00
per putcn, networlcin~, and
more . F1nanctal A1d, JOb
month. All credit r1ualiltes
placerncnt
.usistance
(J!I
1·800-2'>1-01143 .
and cornputers provld~d .
Call
free
(8C1b)
856·
2121
or www T1dewo t erTec h 0 n I i ne. com
PANAMA CITY BfA(H. ~.tncl ·
HAVf DREAMS OF BEINC A
ptper Be •• con Be~ch ~r.~ort . From
JOURNALIST? U you want to
S4CJ rl -2 p. Arnve Sun/Mon-rRII
work 1n the fa~cinating and
n1ght, 4118104-512 J /04, restric·
fulflllwg held of pr~nt jourtions). Pool~. rrver nde. suucs,
n.1l1sm , we can help . The
bar. 800-488·8828 www.s,lndKentucky Press Associ.Hion if
pipE>rbcac~
t>ffering .1 thret•-week lour ·
ACT NOW! BOOK 11 peonal1sm Boot Camp, July 1 2·
ple, get
12th trip free .
30, at Georgetown Co lege
Group d1scounts tor 6+
Graduate~ rave about this

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

---------

SPRING TRAVEL

tr.Jin1ng program,
many are now workinR ~'
IIP.w~paper repurt..rs . ll e lp~
ire!!· lance wrtt (' r~ too 'rhe
co~ l I s S645 for rJiree - week s
o i p n n\ i ourn a h~m trll11ning.
ln~:tudt's a conn'ncnt,tl brt),lk•
l,lsl .uul lun c h on c:la ss d.t)"S .
Rcgi ~ tcr by June
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This \X'e ek
•Friday

e no e

•BasebaU - MSU vs.
Eastern Illinois. noon,
Reagan Field.
•Movie - " The Princess
Bride," 5 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free

trut

admi~;sion.

•Play - "Medea," 7
p.m., Robert E. Johnson
'11leatre. General admission $10. senior citizens
and ages 7-17 $8, free
with Racercard. No
children under 7 admitted.

Nude models come clean about beauty,
body image and bearing it all

•Saturday
•Rowing - Racer Regatta, 8 a.m.. Kenlake State
Park.
•Baseball - MSU vs.
Eastern Illinois, 1 p.m.,
Reagan Field.
•Play - "Medea," 7
p.m., Robert E. Johnson
The:ltre. General admission S10, senior citizens
and ages 7-17 $8, free
with Racercard. No children under 7 admitted.
•Pageant - Miss MSU
Pageant, 7:30 p.m.,
Lovett
Auditorium.
Tickets available in
SGA Office and at door.
.Concert - MSU Choir,;
and Paducah Symphony
Orchestra, 8 p.m.•
Luther F. Carson Four
Rivers Center, Paducah.
Admission fee charged.

by Severo Avila

ly see himself as the subject.
"It's always really rewarding seeing the outcome
of someone's work and knowing you've been a part
Flowers is the poster child for self-con- of that art, but I think they capture the body not the
sciousness. This didn' t stop her, however, from real self," he said. "I see it as just a body on a twoposing nude for a friend ' s photography project. dimensional surface."
Murray State's art department puts out fliers each
She joins the ranks of several Murray State stusemester hoping to attract nude models for their
dents ~ho use their bodies as art subjects.
Flowers. junior from Columbia, is an art major drawing and photography courses. The department
and has taken drawing and photography classes offers $ 10 per hour for live models to pose in front
which required her to have nude modeh in her of classes.
work. In her photography class. however, she
Jessica Brown took advantage of that offer when
she started modeling this year. The junior from Padmoved from artist to model.
' 'A friend of mine needed people to pose for ucah said modeling was one more step toward being
her, and 1 wanted to help her out. so I did it," she comfortable with her body. She also thought the
said. ''And since I've drawn people before and department needed more diversity in their models.
not seen them in a sexual way, I'm confident in
"I chose to model because I was tired of drawing
these
skinny girls," Brown said. "I was like 'Y'all
modeling knowing they' re not looking at me in
that way.''
need some models who aren't size zero. You need
Janey McClain, junior from Murray, is the models who are black. You need a model with some
photography student w ho asked Flowers to curves."'
pose. She said it is sometimes difficult to
Brown stressed that the model isn't as uncomfortfind nude models, but Flowers was comfort- able as one might think.
able with the situation and agreed to pose
"Being an artist as well, when I'm up there, I
with three other models.
know how the model felt before because I know
"h was a little awkward at first because I how it feels on the other side," sne said. "But a lot
didn't know the other
of times the students are more nerptod~!l!l but.after a while,
'' This .,. isn't Hustler vous because they're looking at the
lheriP'Was Ju1l ~n 
magazine. This is taste- model."
sion," Flowers said.
An issue Brown struggles with is
ful,
beautiful
art.
"
She added she has no
her self-consciousness compounded
qualms
whatsoever
by the fact that not every student will
Ann Flowers
about posing nude for
draw
her in a flattering manner. She
junior, Columbia
art. She said it is a tastesaid she realizes, however, that is the
ful situation, there is no objectification way the artist sees the subject - that is their interof the models, and that is what she pretation of her.
wants people to understand.
Brown demystified the nude model somewhat.
"This isn't Hustler magazine," she She said the model doesn' t unveil him or herself
said. "This is tasteful , beautiful art."
and stand stoically while the artist goes to work.
Flowers might seem the confident She said to get more comfortable she will someartist, but she still has a few reserva- times look for a friendly face in the class and smile
tions. She said at this point, she would at that person. She does athletic poses and someonly model for photography as times even falls asleep.
opposed to modeling in front of a
She echoed the sentiments of her fellow models.
class, because photography affords
"You were born naked, it's a natural state of
her a little more privacy_
being," she said. "The body is a beautiful thing When one thinks of nude models, why hide it?"
the gentle fonn of a woman often
Nudes are a telling legacy of how our society has •
comes to mind, but men's bodies evolved. While those who dare to sketch or paint
are as much the s ubject as wom- and those who dare to reveal their bodies to the
en's.
artist have always met with disapproval, there is
Jesse Cooley. junior from now a greater appreciation for the nude as a work of
Buchanan. Tenn., started modeling in art.
2000 for a high school photography
"It's part of our social makeup to use nudity and
project and continued when he came to nakedness interchangeably," Janey McClain said.
Murray State. Cooley said he got interested "People see nudity as exposure and they're uncomhis fres hman year when he was taking live fortable with that. The artistic community realizes
drawing classes and had to draw nudes. The the difference - that there's nothing awkward or
work is rewarding. he said, but he doesn',t real
unnatural about being nude."
College Ufe Editor

A..

•Sunday
•Play - "Medea,"
2:30 p.m., Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. General admission S I0,
senior citizens and
ages 7-17 $8. free
with Racercard. No
children under 7
admiueil.
• orum - ~at"'i:&

... is a Jew?" 7: 15
p.m.. Curris Center
Ohio Room.
•Lunch - My Big Fat
Greek Cypriot Lunch,
12:30 p.m., Winslow
Dining Hall. $8 in
advance, $10 at door,
$6 with Racercard.
children under 10 free.

•Monday
•Music Festival
Best of Bluegrass Festival begins, runs
through April 10, var~ous times. Lexington.

• Tuesday
•MeetJng - Faculty
Senate Meeting, 3:30
p.m.. Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•MeetJng - Campus
Activities Board. 4:30
p.m., Curris Center
SGA Office.
•Lecture - David
Nickell. "Back to the
Basics: Local Solutions to Global Problems," 6 p.m.. FreedCurd Auditorium. Free
admission.
•Recital - The Bra<>s
Music
Chamber
Recital, 8 p.m.. Perfonning Arts Hall. Free
.admission.

•Wednesday
•Fencina - Fencing
duet, time TBA, outside Curris Center.
•Free .Dinner - Newman House, 5 p.m.
•Meeting - Student
Government Associa·
tion, 5 p.m., Curris
Center Barkley Room.
•Concert - Jazz Band
l, 8 p.m., Loveu Auditorium. Free admission.

•Thursday
•Fencing - Fencing
duel, time TBA, outside Curris Center.
•Recital
Guest
'Artist Neal Corwell,
euphonium,
6 :30
p.m., Ferrell Recital
Hall. Free admission.
•Recital - Dr. Sonya
Baker, soprano. 8
p.m.. Performing Arts
Hall . Free admission.

L

photo by Rashod Taylor/ The News

KEELHAUL
HEY. CHRIS!
WAKE UP!

MINOTAUR
IS UPSET
THAT YOU'VE
ONLY USED
HIM IN THE
STRIP TWICE.

art by Sanit Sopitgirapast/The News
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lOWOll
Circus brings big top action to RSEC
by Erin Richards

W

Editor in Chief

ith trapeze artists flipping through the air in front of
the scoreboards and elephants munching hay by the bleachers, the Regional Special Events Center was transformed
into a magical palace for The Greatest Show on Earth Tuesday and Wednesday.
Amid a kaleidoscope of colors and costumes, a live band
situated behind the giant, gold Ringling Brothers' Barnum
and Bailey Circus sign pounded out the kind of catchy circus tunes that tum adults into children and children into ...
well, quivering masses of uncontainable excitement.
Yet most would agree that excitement is justified. After
all, in 134 years of delighting audiences, nobody ever
expected the Ringling Brothers to play a small town like
Murray, which understandably lacks the accommodations
for alligators and contortionists as well as a metropolitansized audience base.
But under the creative initiative of Feld Entertainment
Inc., {which produces the Ringling Brothers circuses, Rin·
gling on Ice and Siegfried and Roy) a new, condensed,
"Hometown Edition" of the big top act was launched three
weeks ago in order to bring the circus to smaller towns
across the nation.
''This is a brand new product," said Julia Filz, public relations director for the Southeast team for Feld Entertainment.
who was excited to help launch the Hometown Edition's
first show in Rome. She laughed and said someone had to
tell her it was going to be Rome, Georgia. not Italy.
"People have been asking us for 134 years. 'When are you
coming to my town?"' she said. "So instead of making people drive to a new city, we are coming to them."
Because the main three-ring act is restricted to train travel between big cities, Filz explained how Barnum and Bailey's Hometown Edition circus is essentially a road show
where the entertainers travel with minimal crew and equipment needed for only a one ring show. The hand-picked
group of 110 performers, performers' children, school
teacher for the performers' children, managers and concessions workers travel in a caravan that includes 46 RVs and
12 tractor trailers.
But size definitely did not matter to the sold-out audience

at Tuesday's opening show. The interactive event encouraged the audiences to come 45 minutes early to the show,
where children joked with the clowns, challenged Herkules
(the iron man) to a tug-of-war match, watched Gunther the
elephant paint on an easel and even got a behind-the-.scenes
peek at where the horses were stabled on the west side of the
RSEC's basketball court.
Murray resident Elaine Gallimore was the second person
in line when tickets for the Hometown Edition circus went
on sale more than a month ago. She said she never expected
this kind of circus to come to town.
'This hao; been wonderful. The kids have looked forward
to this ever since I bought their tickets," said Gallimore,
whose exuberant, face-painted daughter, Emily, came run·
ning back to their front row seats triumphantly waving an
autographed drawing by Tom the clown.
Other than clowns, the audiences were treated to acts like
the daring "Espana Brothers" who performed tricks on a
four-story high, rotating contraption with gerbil-type revolving cages on either end. A contortionist from Brazil ran fourlegged onto the stage in the back bend position and proceeded to happily and grotesquely pop his shoulders and
arms out of joint. Trick riders flipped and stood on the backs •
of galloping horses and ended their performance with one
rider hanging underneath his horse as it jumped through a
hoop of fire.
And of course, there were the elephants, Doc and Gunther,
who concluded the show with a range of tricks and poses
that never fail to please a circus-going crowd. After nearly
three hours. children and adults (some of whom were acting
like children) reluctantly began filing out of what had
appeared to become the Most Welcoming Show on Earth.
'This reaiJy brings back the old-time feel of circuses that
invited families into their homes,'' said Hometown Edition
General Manager Angelina Quevedo. "Families are very
important to us, and we're excited that our interactive mate·
rial really makes families feel like they are part of our circus."
'
For anyone who missed the big top action in Murray. Ringling's Hometown Edition heads to Bowling Green's Diddle
Arena this weekend and will be back in the area April 13 and
14 at the Southern Illinois University arena in Carbondale
and April 16 at the Show Me Center in Cape Girardeau. Mo.

Suspended by two pieces or fabric, a performer
bangs above the audience in a fantastic display or
strength and grace.

Herkules, the circus' strong man bends a bar of steel
to the amazement of the crowd. At various points
throughout the show, audience members were chosen
to perform feats of strength with him.
During the opening ac~ performers, including a juggler
(right), lined the ring, each
doing their own tricks. Stunts
included cartwheels and acrobatics.

To kick off the show, a performer (below) balanced several
objects on bis chin, including a
shopping cart and a large folding ladder.

T~:enty-month-old

Taylor 'Biessett 'tackles her second box of popcorn at Tuesday
afternoon's show. Taylor and her mom, Rebecca, bought special tickets which
aUowed them to sit near the ring and get an up-close look at the performances.
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Women bring farm life to college life
by Jonathan Meador
Staff Writer

photos by Janna Tanner/The News

(Above) The Franklin College residents creatively designed their beds and perched Sherrard's atop of Smith's with
a column of cinder blocks. The roommates constructed this to look dlfferent from normal residential college bunk
beds and bad to have help from oeighbon to carry the blocks up the stain.
An ordinary dresser
opens to reveal, not
clothes, bot pots and
pans Sherrard and
Smith use when making
home-cooked meals for
themselves. They also
built a make-shift
kitchen area In their
room to house all other
materials needed for
cooking. Both the
women say that making
the meals gives them a
sense of borne when
they cook for eKb other
as often as possible.

A coffee table displays red roses, a photo
album and a John Deere cow to reflect the
childhood's the pair spent on farms.
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Contact us at:
sales@murraymenus.com
or sales@paducahmenus.com

Severo Avila

A~ part of a contest, Editor Se~ero Avila and Assistant Editor Allison Light are competing to see who can get the best
date. The winner gets braggmg rights for life and perhaps a great date with an interesting individual. If you would like
to be a pan of lhe contest, send us a photo of yourself, short bio and a brief description of the evening you have
planned with either Allison or Severo (dinner and a movie could just be what they're looking for).
Send photos and dtlte descrlptlo'IIS to: College Ufe Sectw• • TN Mui"J'Gy State News • WUso• Hall

•All photos and date *scnptlom remain strictly confklenli:ll unless partiopanlllales Otherwise Plt:ase 11\Ciude contaa fnfomutlon

~
Wild Raspberry's 4th Anniversary Scrapbooking Sale
April 3, 2004 from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

No Foolin'

We artt havinK a blow-out of a sale, hke never before on all items
except those since HI A. Register for our scrap·basket give away
and o ur super drawing with a gift retaibng over $100.00

C"".

753-0859 • Downtown Court Square • 416 Main St.
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Freshman Deldre Sherrard and sophomore Marla Smith both from Upton,
covered their walls l'ith posten, photographs and dried Oowen.
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If a pea was placed under Deidre
Sherrard's mattress, it is doubtful she
would even notice.
Sherrard. a freshman, sleeps perched
atop a series of columns comprised of a
dozen cinder blocks. According to her
roommate, Marla Smith a sophomore,
they had to carry them up the stairs one
at a time in Franklin College.
"Luckily, our suitemates helped us
carry them," Smith said. "We just wanted something different. Normal bunk
beds look boring."
Sherrard and Smith, both from Upton,
made an effort to transform their room
into just that: something different.
Resembling a cramped apartment,
their room bears little likeness to a residential college room. There is a narrow
amount of .space in which to move
around; you can't stretch your arms out
without almost touching something.
Sherrard and Smith have known each
other since high school where they met
at LaRue county's chapter of the Future
Farmers of America. Their agrarian
interests come as no surprise - both
grew up on farms- and their love of the
land is evident in their room.
Posters of John Deere tractors and
Dodge trucks adorn the walls, as well as
dozens of pictures of friends and family
scattered everywhere - in frames. on
screen savers and finally culminating in
a shrine posted above each one's beds.
''We've probably gone through 20
rolls of double-sided tape." Sherrard
said.
"We don't like having any blank
space on our wal1s." Smith said.
While there's no room left on their
walls. finding a place to sit down is not
a problem.
"I teU people we have a couch and a
chair," Smith said. "And they come over
here and hang out."
Smith purchased the sofa and chair for
$100 during Winter Break, keeping in
mind her motto of, ·"everything we've
done we've trieq to do the cheap way."
Another tenet both try to live by is
cooking for themselves.
"Back home on the farm; a home-

cooked meal was an everyday thing for
us," Smith said. "It's not like that anymore."
So they cook as often as they can in an
effort to bring memories of home to
Murray.
"We cook about twice a month,"
Sherrard said.
Culinary efforts are aided by their
mini-kitchen: a tower built of a refrigerator, microwave and George Foreman
grill.
"I don't know if we're supposed to
have the (Foreman grill)," said Smith.
"Don't tell anyone about that."
In the comer of the room, tiny bamboo shoots sprout from halved soda
cans. According to Smith, the Mountain
Dew pot-holder is only temporary.
"I got the bamboo as a gift from my
mother on my birthday," Smith said.
"The shorter shoots weren't getting
enough water, so I put them in the can
for support reasons."
But bringing their home with them
came with a price-and some extra work.
"We have so much stuff in here,"
Smith said...My parents are going to
hate helping me move out."
Smith's parents could not be reached
for comment.
If you've missed an edition of MSU
Cribs, search the online archives at
www.thenews.org.
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2 locations to serve you better! • Soup &: fresh
salad bar
406 N. 12th St. 1004 Paris Road
• Hand-dipped
Murray
Mayfield
759·2348

247·8188

ice cream

I 0°/o <>FF hufft.·t \Vith Ha<.Trctrd

Advertise in our April 9 Easter section.
Phone 762-4478 for rates and information!

COMPLETE FORMAL W EAR
H EADQUARTERS
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The National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Is Hosting a

Campus~Wide

PING PONG & POOL TOURNAMENT!

Thurs., Apr. 8th .. 7 p.m.
Curris Center Game Room

the
t1e\VS

.org

CHECK US OUT
ON THE WEB!

Make a team with a Student Organization or
just grab a group of 6 friends!
4 pool players & 2 ping pong players.
$15 entry fee for all 6 players.
Great prizes awarded to winning teams!
Questions: nscs@murraystate.edu.
Mary Kathryn Cash at 4011 • Tim Travis at 2215

Jlalr!'@)s

1

Formal Wear, Limousines and Vans
304 Main St. • Murray • 759-5000
Weddings, Proms, Banquets, Birthdays & Anniversaries
1-888-FOR MRJS
Toll Free Nationwide
l·888-9LUXURY
1-888-367-6757
www.mrjsladyjs.com
J-888·958-9879

UK

r~rvl~I{Sin·
OF 1\F.~n .:C f..'Y

Are you interested in:

PING PONG OR
POOL ANYONE?

Allison Light

• Maintaining or
accelerating progress
towards degree?
• Enhancing your job skills?
• Pursuing a subject
matter that has long
Interested you?

~

.#\---·
Attend Summer
Sessions at the
University of Kentucky
May 11 - June 8
and/or
June 10 -August 5
Please call
(800) 432-0963 or
(859) 257- 8126

for further information.
Equel Opponundy Un~Ye~S~y

The Murray
State
News
•

now
accepting
applications for
IS

GRAPHIC
DESIGNERS

AND

SALES REPS

for the 20042005 school year.
Apply in 111
Wilson Holll
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State News presents

We supply the film, you take
the photos. You return the
film, we show you the ~oney.
It's simple. Fill out the application below or
go to www.thenews.org and fill one out there.
Grab a roll of film from our office (111 Wilson
Hall) on Friday, April 16 before 4 p.m. Shoot
your heart out all weekend. Return the film to
our office no later than noon on Monday, April
19, and then we'll develop and judge your
stuff. All winners will be published in the April
30 issue of The Murray State News.

PLACE, $50
2ND & JRD,
RESTAURANT GIFT
CERTIFICATES
1ST

All photos must be taken in Murray. Sorry, no digital cameras.

MatraVstate
·~:!:/ news

The Official
( - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - '
Spring Shoot-Off 1 Entrant name·
·
I
Entry Form!
1 Major:
Hometown:
I
Return to the office
of The Murray ~tate
News at 111 Wtlson
Hall no lat.er than
Wed., April 19th,
2004 at 4 p.m.

I Classification·
: Local phone number

:
1

1 Entrant email:

I

1 Camera make:
I Entrant signature·

Camera Model·
Date:

:
-J

'----------------------------'~
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CLUES ACROSS
1 . Line of cliffs
6. Outside the. city
10. Mash, Spanish
14. Lesion
15. Small decorative
case
16. Galls
17. Treats
19. Mind (Greek)
20. Past of swim
2 1. Buddy
22. Type of paper
24. In an humiliated
way
27. Express pleasure
30. Before
31. Minerals
32. Snarl
34. Curved in shape
35. Pig speak
39. Helpless
43. Small deer of

Japan
44. I (German)
45. Lower back
46. Military leader
(abbr.)
48. Sign language
50. Informed about
the latest trends
51. Wrongdoings
56. "Night of the -," 1964 Richard
Burton film
57. School group
58. Reptile (abbr.)
62. Mediation council (abbr.)
63. Capital of Suriname
66. Place where
something ends
67. Impressive in
size or scope
68. Excessive use of
drugs

69. Part of footwear
70. Phillip _, author
71 . Niches
CLUES DOWN
1. Beer
2. Evidence that
helps to solve a
problem
3. Liberal rights
organization (abbr.)
4. Where Germany
surrendered
5. Large Asian
country (abbr.)
6 . In a way, turned
up
7. Being of use or
service
8 . Regret
9. Type of herring
10. American state
1 1. Jack-In-the-pulpit
family

12. Cranium
13. Appraise
18. S American
armadillo
23. Whiz
25. Queen of the
gods, Greek ancient
mythology
26. Symposiums
27. Turkish leader
titles
28. Body that
defines computing
protocols
29. Peddle
33. Approachable
34. Residue
36. Irritation
37 . Filippo _, Saint
38. A sharp blow
40. Abductor
4 1. A unit of area
42. Of Capri
47. Weekday (abbr .)

48. Take by legal
authority
49. Thailan.d, previously
51 . Rings
52. Snow house
53. Of leg calf
54. Spar

April 2, 2004

55. Fragment
59. Complex body
parts
60. Off-Broadway
theater award
61 . Camp beds
64. Military mailbox
65. Eureka

Last Week's

Solution

Right SloJe.
Right Price:

Erin Gilles/The News

Adam Smith, nonstudent from Paris, Tenn., places a gorgett on
Brittney Mabry, junior from Clarksville, Tenn. Mabry was
preparing to fight during Clark College's medieval festival.

·Clark College relives
ancient times duriiig
medieval festival
by Phillip Dish o n
Staff Writer
The lawn of Clark College was
transformed into a medieval
court last weekend as the college's Residential College Council hosted its second annual
Medieval Festival.
The festival was free to all
members of the Murray State
community and included peasantry games, lyrical poetry. combat demonstrations, tarot card
readings and a medieval feast.
Tiffany Hedrick, sophomore
from Fairveiw, Tenn., helped
plan the afternoon activities for
the Clark College RCC.
"(These festivals offer) something fun for everyone to do,"
Hedrick said. "It is something T
have always (loved doing)."
Hedrick helped with the event
because of her deep appreciation
for the medieval time period and
its history. She hoped the event
would bring others with the same
interest together.
"(We do this event) just so
everybody gets to know each
other," Hedrick said.
Local members of the Society
for Creative Anachronism, a 38year-old international organization devoted to the preservation
of medieval culture and ideas,
also helped to organi;r,e and run
the afternoon events.
"(Members of the SCA) are
rc;creationists," said Nancy
Alderdice, lecturer in ~e department of management, marketing
and business administration. "We
~tudy the styles, the life and we
recreate it."
: Alderdice is a faculty adviser
for the Shadows of Medievalist
Past and the Murray State Fencing Club. Alderdice was also
responsible for the medieval
crafts display at the festival with
many of the pieces coming from
her own personal collection.
"We just get interested in the
(medieval style)," she said. "Like
any hobby, it can just take over
(your time)."
. For many in attendance, the
festival rc:presemed much more
than a mere hobby.
Senior John Alderdice of
Sedelia has been an active member of the SCA for more than
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three years. Alderdice participated in the sword and shield combat demonstrations for the fest ival using homemade armor and
weapons.
"I'm primarily a warrior," he
said.
Alderdice
specializes
in
armored combat with a vast variety of weapons including swords,
shields and axes. Having a history in professional wrestling, it is
no surprise Alderdice is able to
handle the athleticism of fighting
with weapons.
"Honestly, anyone can do it,"
he said. "Confidence is the main
thing (any fighter needs)."
Brittney Mabry, junior from
Clarksville, Tenn., also participated in the combat demonstrations at the festival.
''I have always liked swords
and weapons," Mabry said. "I
have been fighting in armor for
about a year now."
Mabry was authorized by the
SCA to participate in armored
combat last summer after passing
an evaluation by SCA representatives.
"(Armor fighting) is all really
on an honors system," Mabry
said. "(The SCA) is really strict
on safety (rules)."
There are restrictions as to
weapon materials, where armor
must be worn and what kind of
weapons can be used, Mabry
said . The SCA also sponsors
wars and fort battles between
club membet s that sometimes
consist of over 6,000 people
reliving historically documented
events, she said.
"It is the ideals of chivalry
being practiced," John Alderdice
said. ''We (reenact) it the way it
should have been."
After the festival ended the
SCA sponsored a medieval feast
in the Thoroughbred Room open
to students and faculty. The dinner's.cost was $5 for a variety of
medieval-style dishes and foods.
The SCA hopes events like this
will help spark an increase in
interest in the Medieval Age.
Said John Alderdice: "Anyone
who feels the need to drop into a
different century, if only for a little while, should come out and
(join) us."
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